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Abstract
By adapting the Cheeger-Simons approach to differential cohomology, we establish a notion
of differential cohomology with compact support. We show that it is functorial with respect
to open embeddings and that it fits into a natural diagram of exact sequences which compare
it to compactly supported singular cohomology and differential forms with compact support,
in full analogy to ordinary differential cohomology. We prove an excision theorem for
differential cohomology using a suitable relative version. Furthermore, we use our model
to give an independent proof of Pontryagin duality for differential cohomology recovering
a result of [Harvey, Lawson, Zweck – Amer. J. Math. 125 (2003) 791]: On any oriented
manifold, ordinary differential cohomology is isomorphic to the smooth Pontryagin dual of
compactly supported differential cohomology. For manifolds of finite-type, a similar result
is obtained interchanging ordinary with compactly supported differential cohomology.
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1 Introduction and summary
The purpose of this paper is to develop a notion of differential cohomology with compact
support which is based on the Cheeger-Simons approach to differential cohomology [CS85].
To obtain this result, we consider a suitable model for relative differential cohomology. Our
techniques allow us achieve two main goals: 1) We prove an excision theorem for our model
of relative differential cohomology, see Theorem 3.8. 2) Using our model, which is closer to
the original approach to differential cohomology [CS85], we independently recover the results
first established by [HLZ03] about smooth Pontryagin duality for differential cohomology with-
out resorting to the theory of de Rham-Federer currents. In this respect, our Theorem 5.4 is
equivalent to [HLZ03, Theorem 8.7], where smooth Pontryagin duality is obtained using the de
Rham-Federer model for differential cohomology. Along the way, we also clarify the relation
between compactly supported and unrestricted Cheeger-Simons differential characters, even-
tually amending an error in [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4] (which however does not affect the other
results of that paper), see Remarks 4.5 and 5.8.
Differential cohomology is a family of functors Hˆk(−;Z) : Manop → Ab, for k ≥ 0, from
the category of smooth manifolds to the category of Abelian groups that comes together with
four natural transformations comparing it with certain groups of differential forms and also
with smooth singular cohomology (with coefficients in Z and T = R/Z). The differential co-
homology groups Hˆk(M ;Z) of a smooth manifold M may thus be regarded as a refinement
of the smooth singular cohomology groups Hk(M ;Z) with integer coefficients by differential
forms. As a classical geometric example, the second differential cohomology group Hˆ2(M ;Z)
is a refinement of the Picard group of isomorphism classes of Hermitean line bundles on M
to the group of isomorphism classes of Hermitean line bundles with connection. From this
perspective, it seems natural to expect differential cohomology with compact support to be a
family of functors Hˆkc (−;Z) : Manm,↪→ → Ab, for k ≥ 0, from the category of m-dimensional
manifolds with smooth open embeddings as morphisms to the category of Abelian groups that
comes together with natural transformations comparing it to compactly supported differential
forms and cohomology with compact support. The notion of compactly supported differential
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cohomology that we develop in this paper is easily seen to satisfy this property: It is functorial
with respect to smooth open embeddings and it comes together with four natural transforma-
tions similar to the ones of ordinary differential cohomology. Thus the compactly supported
differential cohomology groups Hˆkc (M ;Z) of a manifold refine the compactly supported coho-
mology groups Hkc (M ;Z) with Z-coefficients by compactly supported differential forms. In the
classical geometric example, the group Hˆ2c(M ;Z) describes isomorphism classes of Hermitean
line bundles with connection on M and a parallel section outside some compact subset.
By now there exist several different models for differential cohomology, i.e. several different
constructions of the functors Hˆk(−;Z) : Manop → Ab, given by differential characters [CS85], de
Rham-Federer currents [HLZ03], differential cocycles [HS05] and smooth Deligne cohomology
[Bry07]. All models of differential cohomology are known to be related by unique natural
isomorphisms. Several instances of such natural isomorphisms have been constructed in [HL06,
HLZ03]. More recently, [SS08] introduced an axiomatic approach to differential cohomology,
showing uniqueness up to unique natural equivalence. A similar result has been obtained
in [BB14], however using a different approach. In the present paper we adopt the original
model of differential characters as established by Cheeger and Simons in [CS85]. Cheeger-
Simons differential characters are T-valued group characters on the Abelian group Zk−1(M)
of singular cycles in M that satisfy a certain smoothness condition. An interesting alternative
perspective would be to use the more abstract homotopy theoretical approach to differential
cohomology, see e.g. [Bun12]. We expect that some of our results, e.g. on functorial properties
of various constructions and the excision theorem for differential cohomology, are intrinsic
properties of this framework and could be shown with less arguments. However, we decided
to use the more traditional Cheeger-Simons approach [CS85] in order to avoid the rather
technical tools of homotopy theory. This gives us also the chance to relate the notion of
compactly supported differential characters that we introduce with the original Cheeger-Simons
characters, see Section 4.
To introduce differential characters with compact support, we follow the well-known con-
struction of compactly supported cohomology as the colimit of the relative cohomology functor
H](M,M \ −;G), with G an Abelian group, over the directed set KM of compact subsets of
M . For this construction we need an appropriate notion of differential cohomology relative
to a smooth submanifold S ⊆ M (possibly with boundary). As explained in [BB14], there
are two different such notions in the realm of differential characters: They arise from the two
different ways to define relative (de Rham and singular) cohomology as the cohomology of the
mapping cone complex of the inclusion iS : S ↪→ M or as the cohomology of the subcomplex
of forms (or cochains) vanishing outside S ⊆ M . Thus relative differential cohomology may
be defined as the group of differential characters on either cycles of the mapping cone complex
or on relative cycles. Some confusion might arise from the fact that what are called relative
differential characters in the literature [BT06, BB14, FeR14, Bec14] are not differential char-
acters on relative cycles but characters on mapping cone cycles. In [BB14] it is shown that
the group of differential characters on relative cycles Hˆk(M,S;Z) is a subgroup of the group of
relative differential characters. Elements of this subgroup are called parallel relative differential
characters in [BB14] for geometric reasons. To avoid confusion, in the present paper we will
only use the groups Hˆk(M,S;Z) of differential characters on relative cycles.
Part of the present paper generalizes some results from [BB14] for differential characters
on relative cycles to a less restrictive setting: We allow arbitrary embedded submanifolds
(possibly with boundary), whereas in [BB14] only closed submanifolds are taken into account.
Restricting the consideration to properly embedded submanifolds, we immediately recover the
results from [BB14] with basically the same arguments. In the course of introducing differential
cohomology with compact support we also establish the excision property for relative differential
cohomology: For an open subset O ⊆ M and a closed subset C ⊆ M such that C ⊆ O, the
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morphism (O,O \ C)→ (M,M \ C) in the category of pairs induces an isomorphism
Hˆk(M,M \ C;Z) ' Hˆk(O,O \ C;Z)
in differential cohomology. To the best of our knowledge, this property has not been discussed
rigorously in the literature so far, although it might have been conjectured by experts in the
field. This isomorphism is important for establishing functoriality Hˆkc (−;Z) : Manm,↪→ → Ab of
(our model for) compactly supported differential cohomology with respect to open embeddings
of m-dimensional manifolds.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review some requisite preliminaries on
smooth singular (co)homology groups and their relative versions, compactly supported coho-
mology and the Cheeger-Simons model for differential cohomology.
In Section 3 we introduce and study differential characters on relative cycles, which provide
the model for relative differential cohomology used in this paper. We prove in Theorem 3.2 that,
for any submanifold S ⊆ M (possibly with boundary), the group of differential characters on
relative cycles Hˆk(M,S;Z) fits into a commutative diagram involving a short exact sequence.
For generic submanifolds S, this diagram is an incomplete analog of the usual diagram for
(absolute) differential cohomology. In Theorem 3.21 we shall prove that for the case where
S ⊆ M is properly embedded, the incomplete diagram can be extended to a full diagram of
short exact sequences. The incomplete diagram in Theorem 3.2 is however sufficient to prove an
excision theorem for differential cohomology in Subsection 3.2. We then show in Subsection 3.3
that the graded group of differential characters on relative cycles Hˆ](M,S;Z) is a module over
the differential cohomology ring Hˆ](M ;Z).
In Section 4 we define the groups Hˆkc (M ;Z) of differential characters with compact support
as a colimit of the relative differential cohomology functor. In Theorem 4.2 we obtain an
analogue of the usual differential cohomology diagram for the compactly supported case. We
further prove that compactly supported differential cohomology forms a family of functors
Hˆkc (−;Z) : Manm,↪→ → Ab, for k ≥ 0, from the category of m-dimensional manifolds with
smooth open embeddings as morphisms to the category of Abelian groups and that Hˆ]c(M ;Z)
is a module over the differential cohomology ring Hˆ](M ;Z). We compare our construction of
compactly supported differential characters with earlier results in [HLZ03], see in particular
Remark 4.5.
In Section 5 we establish smooth Pontryagin duality for differential cohomology. Similar
results were proven in [HLZ03] by using (compactly supported) de Rham-Federer characters.
The main results here are the following Pontryagin dualities which are proven in Theorem 5.4:
For any oriented m-dimensional manifold M , we obtain a natural isomorphism
Hˆm−k+1(M ;Z) '−→ Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞
between the differential cohomology group Hˆm−k+1(M ;Z) and the smooth Pontryagin dual
Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ of the compactly supported differential cohomology group Hˆkc (M ;Z). If moreover
M is of finite-type, we can also interchange the roles of ordinary and compactly supported
differential cohomology to get isomorphisms
Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)
'−→ Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ .
In [BBSS17] these results are applied to analyze dualities in (higher) quantum Abelian gauge
theories and to the quantization of self-dual fields.
2 Cohomological preliminaries
We briefly recall some background material which is used extensively throughout the rest of
this paper, including smooth singular (co)homology together with their relative versions, a
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colimit prescription for defining cohomology with compact support from relative cohomology,
and Cheeger-Simons differential characters. In the following all manifolds will be assumed to
be finite-dimensional, smooth, paracompact and Hausdorff. Sometimes we shall also consider
manifolds with a (smooth) boundary. For some of our constructions and results in Section 5
we demand further conditions (such as connectedness, orientability or existence of finite good
covers), which will be stated explicitly where needed.
2.1 Smooth singular (co)homology and its relative version
Let M be a manifold (possibly with boundary). We denote by C](M) the chain complex of
smooth singular chains on M with Z-coefficients. The boundary homomorphism is denoted by
∂k : Ck(M)→ Ck−1(M) and we shall frequently omit the subscript k as it will be clear from the
context. The Abelian groups of k-cycles and k-boundaries on M are given by Zk(M) := ker ∂k
and Bk(M) := im ∂k+1, respectively. The smooth singular k-th homology group of M is then
defined as the quotient Hk(M) := Zk(M)/Bk(M).
For our purposes, we also have to consider homology on M relative to a submanifold S ⊆M
(possibly with boundary), which is obtained by identifying all chains with support inside S with
0. More precisely, the inclusion S ⊆M allows us to consider the chain complex C](S) of smooth
singular chains on S as a subcomplex of C](M). The complex of smooth singular chains on
M relative to S is then defined as the quotient C](M,S) := C](M)/C](S). The boundary
homomorphism is denoted by ∂k : Ck(M,S)→ Ck−1(M,S). Notice that any Ck(M,S) is a free
Abelian group, even though it is defined as a quotient.1 Similarly to above, the Abelian groups
of relative k-cycles Zk(M,S) and relative k-boundaries Bk(M,S) are respectively given by the
kernel and image of the boundary homomorphism in C](M,S). The relative k-th homology
group is defined as the quotient Hk(M,S) := Zk(M,S)/Bk(M,S).
Let G be an arbitrary Abelian group. The cochain complex C](M ;G) of G-valued smooth
singular cochains on M is defined by Ck(M ;G) := Hom(Ck(M), G) together with the cobound-
ary homomorphism δk := Hom(∂k+1, G) : C
k(M ;G)→ Ck+1(M ;G). The Abelian groups of G-
valued k-cocycles and k-coboundaries on M are given by Zk(M ;G) := ker δk and B
k(M ;G) :=
im δk−1, respectively. The G-valued smooth singular k-th cohomology group of M is then de-
fined as the quotient Hk(M ;G) := Zk(M ;G)/Bk(M ;G). The relative version C](M,S;G) of
the cochain complex is defined analogously. We set Ck(M,S;G) := Hom(Ck(M,S), G) and
δk := Hom(∂k+1, G) : C
k(M,S;G) → Ck+1(M,S;G). Moreover, G-valued relative k-cocycles
are defined as Zk(M,S;G) := ker δk, G-valued relative k-coboundaries as B
k(M,S;G) :=
im δk−1 and the G-valued relative smooth singular k-th cohomology group as the quotient
Hk(M,S;G) := Zk(M,S;G)/Bk(M,S;G).
Given any chain complex C] of free Abelian groups and a short exact sequence 0 → F →
G→ H → 0 of Abelian groups, there exists a short exact sequence of cochain complexes
0 // Hom(C], F ) // Hom(C], G) // Hom(C], H) // 0 . (2.1)
By a well-known result in homological algebra, see e.g. [Wei94, Theorem 1.3.1], the cohomology
groups of these cochain complexes then fit into a long exact sequence. Applying this result to
1 To prove this statement, we observe that the short exact sequence 0→ Ck(S)→ Ck(M)→ Ck(M,S)→ 0
can be split by the unique homomorphism Ck(M)→ Ck(S) which sends any k-simplex σ ∈ Ck(M) with image
contained in S to the corresponding σ ∈ Ck(S) and any other k-simplex to 0. It follows that Ck(M,S) is a
direct summand of the free Abelian group Ck(M) and hence a free Abelian group as well.
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the chain complexes C](M) and C](M,S) we obtain the long exact sequences
· · · // Hk−1(M ;H) β // Hk(M ;F ) // Hk(M ;G) // Hk(M ;H) β // · · · , (2.2a)
· · · // Hk−1(M,S;H) β // Hk(M,S;F ) // Hk(M,S;G) // Hk(M,S;H) β // · · · , (2.2b)
where β denotes the connecting homomorphisms.
In the following we will often refer to the functorial behavior of the absolute and relative
(co)homology groups. Let us introduce the relevant categories:
Man: The objects are manifolds and the morphisms are smooth maps.
Manm,↪→: The subcategory of Man whose objects are m-dimensional manifolds and morphisms
are open embeddings.
Pair: The objects are pairs (M,S) consisting of an object M in Man and a submanifold S ⊆M
(possibly with boundary) and the morphisms f : (M,S)→ (M ′, S′ ) are those morphisms
f : M →M ′ in Man which satisfy f(S) ⊆ S′.
Pairpe: The full subcategory of Pair whose objects (M,S) are such that S ⊆ M is a properly
embedded submanifold (possibly with boundary).
DSet: The objects are directed sets and the morphisms are functions preserving the preorder
relation. Alternatively, interpreting a directed set as a (small) category (with morphisms
specified by the preorder relation), we can interpret DSet as the full subcategory of the
category of small categories Cat whose objects are directed sets.
Ab: The objects are Abelian groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms.
Ch(Ab): The objects are chain complexes of Abelian groups and the morphisms are chain maps.
Interpreting cochain complexes C] canonically as chain complexes via the reflection Ck →
C−k, we observe that absolute and relative smooth singular (co)chain complexes are functors
C](−) : Man −→ Ch(Ab) , C](−) : Pair −→ Ch(Ab) , (2.3a)
C](−;G) : Manop −→ Ch(Ab) , C](−;G) : Pairop −→ Ch(Ab) . (2.3b)
In fact, simplices in M can be pushed forward along f : M →M ′ and such a push-forward along
a morphism f : (M,S) → (M ′, S′ ) in Pair sends simplices in S to simplices in S′. Absolute
and relative (co)homology inherit their functorial behavior from these functors, i.e.
Hk(−) : Man −→ Ab , Hk(−) : Pair −→ Ab , (2.4a)
Hk(−;G) : Manop −→ Ab , Hk(−;G) : Pairop −→ Ab . (2.4b)
2.2 Smooth singular cohomology with compact support
Following [Hat02, p. 242], we introduce smooth singular cohomology with compact support by
means of a colimit prescription. Let
K : Man −→ DSet (2.5)
be the functor which assigns to any manifold M the directed set KM := {K ⊆ M compact}
(with preorder relation given by subset inclusion) and to any smooth map f : M → M ′ the
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morphism Kf : KM → KM ′ , K 7→ f(K) of directed sets. Interpreting KM as a (small)
category, we obtain a functor
(M,M \ −) : KM −→ Pairop , (2.6)
where the target category is Pairop because we take complements of subsets. Given an Abelian
group G, we can precompose the relative smooth singular cohomology functor Hk(−;G) :
Pairop → Ab with the functor (2.6) and obtain Hk(M,M \ −;G) : KM → Ab. We then define
the G-valued compactly supported smooth singular cohomology group of M as the colimit of
this functor, i.e.
Hkc (M ;G) := colim
(
Hk(M,M \ −;G) : KM → Ab
)
. (2.7)
Remark 2.1 (Alternative definitions of compactly supported cohomology). Similarly to KM ,
we can define the directed set OcM := {O ⊆ M open : O ∈ KM , ∂O smooth} of relatively
compact open subsets with smooth boundary. As for KM , the preorder relation on OcM is given
by subset inclusion. By construction, the complement M \ O of any O ∈ OcM is a properly
embedded submanifold and thus the assignment O 7→ (M,M \O) defines a functor
(M,M \ −) : OcM −→ Pairoppe . (2.8)
Composing this functor with the embedding Pairoppe → Pairop and the relative cohomology
functor Hk(−;G) : Pairop → Ab, we obtain Hk(M,M \ −;G) : OcM → Ab. We shall now
show that the colimit of this functor provides an equivalent definition of compactly supported
cohomology: Introducing the directed subset UM := KM ∪ OcM of the power set of M yields
another functor Hk(M,M \−;G) : UM → Ab. Because both KM and OcM are cofinal in UM we
obtain the chain of isomorphisms
Hkc (M ;G) ' colim
(
Hk(M,M \ −;G) : UM → Ab
) ' colim(Hk(M,M \ −;G) : OcM → Ab) ,
(2.9)
which provides alternative definitions of Hkc (M ;G).
Functoriality: We now prove that G-valued compactly supported smooth singular cohomol-
ogy is a functor
Hkc (−;G) : Manm,↪→ −→ Ab . (2.10)
Given an open embedding f : M → M ′ between m-dimensional manifolds, there is a factor-
ization f = i ◦ g into the inclusion i : f(M) → M ′ and a diffeomorphism g : M → f(M).
Since f(M) \K ⊆M ′ \K, for any K ∈ Kf(M), the inclusion i defines a natural transformation
i∗ : Hk(M ′,M ′ \−;G) ◦Ki ⇒ Hk(f(M), f(M) \−;G) between functors from Kf(M) to Ab. By
a standard excision argument for cohomology, we find that i∗ is a natural isomorphism and we
denote its inverse by
(i∗)−1 : Hk(f(M), f(M) \ −;G) =⇒ Hk(M ′,M ′ \ −;G) ◦ Ki . (2.11)
Furthermore, since g is a diffeomorphism, we immediately get a natural isomorphism g∗ :
Hk(f(M), f(M) \ −;G) ◦ Kg ⇒ Hk(M,M \ −;G) between functors from KM to Ab and we
denote its inverse by
(g∗)−1 : Hk(M,M \ −;G) =⇒ Hk(f(M), f(M) \ −;G) ◦ Kg . (2.12)
We have thereby shown that f∗ = g∗ ◦ (i∗Kg) : Hk(M ′,M ′ \ −;G) ◦ Kf ⇒ Hk(M,M \ −;G) is
a natural isomorphism with inverse denoted by
(f∗)−1 := ((i∗)−1Kg) ◦ (g∗)−1 : Hk(M,M \ −;G) =⇒ Hk(M ′,M ′ \ −;G) ◦ Kf . (2.13)
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By the universal property of the colimit, the natural transformation (f∗)−1 induces a unique
homomorphism f∗ : Hkc (M ;G)→ Hkc (M ′;G). It is easy to check that Hkc (−;G) : Manm,↪→ → Ab
defined in this way is a functor.
We recall that assigning to diagrams in Ab over a directed set their colimits is an exact
functor because Ab is a Grothendieck category. Applying this observation to (2.2b), with
S = M \K running over K ∈ KM , we obtain a long exact sequence
· · · // Hk−1c (M ;H)
β
// Hkc (M ;F ) // H
k
c (M ;G) // H
k
c (M ;H)
β
// · · · (2.14)
for compactly supported cohomology.
2.3 Cheeger-Simons differential characters
The starting point for our investigations is the graded commutative ring of Cheeger-Simons
differential characters [CS85], which was later recognized as a model for differential cohomol-
ogy [BB14, SS08]. Different models have been developed in terms of de Rham-Federer currents
[HLZ03], differential cocycles [HS05] and smooth Deligne cohomology [Bry07]. In [HL06] sev-
eral models were shown to be canonically isomorphic and, using an axiomatic approach, it was
later proven in [SS08, BB14] that differential cohomology is uniquely determined up to unique
natural equivalences. See also [Bun12] for a more abstract homotopy theoretic approach to
(generalized) differential cohomology theories.
Definition 2.2. A degree k Cheeger-Simons differential character on a manifold M is a homo-
morphism h : Zk−1(M)→ T into the circle group T := R/Z for which there exists a differential
form ωh ∈ Ωk(M) such that
h(∂γ) =
∫
γ
ωh mod Z , ∀γ ∈ Ck(M) . (2.15)
We denote the Abelian group of Cheeger-Simons differential characters by Hˆk(M ;Z).
Given any h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z), it is easy to show that ωh ∈ Ωk(M) is uniquely specified by (2.15)
and that it has integral periods. (Note that, on account of a rescaling argument, differential
forms must vanish if they take values in a proper subring of the reals upon integration over
any chain [CS85]. In particular, differential forms having integral periods must be closed.)
Introducing the Abelian group of k-forms with integral periods as
ΩkZ(M) :=
{
ω ∈ Ωk(M) :
∫
z
ω ∈ Z , ∀z ∈ Zk(M)
}
⊆ Ωkd(M) , (2.16)
where the subscript d denotes closed forms, we obtain the curvature homomorphism
curv : Hˆk(M ;Z) −→ ΩkZ(M) , h 7−→ ωh . (2.17)
Any u ∈ Hk−1(M ;T) may be interpreted as an element of Hˆk(M ;Z) via the homomorphism
κ : Hk−1(M ;T) −→ Hˆk(M ;Z) (2.18)
called the “inclusion of flat fields”. It is constructed as follows: Since T is divisible, the
universal coefficient theorem for cohomology implies that there exists a natural isomorphism
Hk−1(M ;T) ' Hom(Hk−1(M),T). Given any u ∈ Hk−1(M ;T), via this isomorphism we regard
it as a homomorphism u : Hk−1(M) → T and define κu : Zk−1(M) → T by precomposition
with the quotient map Zk−1(M)→ Hk−1(M). By definition, the curvature of κu is 0.
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Because Zk−1(M) is a free Abelian group, we can lift any h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) ⊆ Hom(Zk−1(M),T)
to h˜ ∈ Hom(Zk−1(M),R) along the quotient R → T. As a consequence of (2.15), the cochain∫
· ωh − h˜ ◦ ∂ ∈ Ck(M ;R) factors through the inclusion Z→ R and hence there exists a unique
integral cochain ch ∈ Ck(M ;Z) satisfying h˜ ◦ ∂ =
∫
· ωh − ch. One easily checks that δch = 0
and that the cohomology class [ch] ∈ Hk(M ;Z) is uniquely determined by h. This defines the
characteristic class homomorphism
char : Hˆk(M ;Z) −→ Hk(M ;Z) , h 7−→ [ch] . (2.19)
Any differential form A ∈ Ωk−1(M) defines a differential character hA ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) by setting
hA(z) =
∫
z
A mod Z , (2.20)
for all z ∈ Zk−1(M). By Stokes’ theorem we observe that hA(∂γ) =
∫
γ dA mod Z, for all
γ ∈ Ck(M), and hence that the curvature of hA is dA. We further observe that hA has trivial
characteristic class because
∫
· A ∈ Hom(Zk−1,R) is a lift of hA and that hA is trivial for
A ∈ Ωk−1Z (M). This defines the topological trivialization homomorphism
ι :
Ωk−1(M)
Ωk−1Z (M)
−→ Hˆk(M ;Z) , [A] 7−→ hA . (2.21)
It is shown in [CS85, HLZ03, SS08, BB14] that the group of Cheeger-Simons differential
characters fits into the commutative diagram
0

0

0

0 // H
k−1(M ;R)
Hk−1free (M ;Z)
//

Ωk−1(M)
Ωk−1Z (M)
d //
ι

dΩk−1(M) //

0
0 // Hk−1(M ;T) κ //

Hˆk(M ;Z) curv //
char

ΩkZ(M)
//

0
0 // Hktor(M ;Z) //

Hk(M ;Z) //

Hkfree(M ;Z) //

0
0 0 0
(2.22)
with all rows and columns short exact sequences. The short exact sequences in the left column
and in the bottom row are obtained from the natural long exact sequence (2.2a) for cohomology
associated to the coefficient sequence 0 → Z → R → T → 0. In the top row and in the right
column, one uses the natural isomorphism ΩkZ(M)/dΩ
k−1(M) ' Hkfree(M ;Z) which is a by-
product of de Rham’s theorem.
Functoriality: The assignment of the Abelian group Hˆk(M ;Z) to each manifold M defines
a functor
Hˆk(−;Z) : Manop −→ Ab . (2.23)
In particular, any smooth map f : M →M ′ induces a pull-back f∗ : Hˆk(M ′;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) by
dualizing the push-forward f∗ : Zk−1(M)→ Zk−1(M ′ ) for cycles. For any h ∈ Hˆk(M ′;Z), the
homomorphism f∗h : Zk−1(M)→ T fulfills the condition (2.15) with ωf∗h = f∗ωh. Moreover,
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all homomorphisms in diagram (2.22) are natural transformations between functors from Manop
to Ab. In particular, we have the natural transformations
curv : Hˆk(−;Z) =⇒ ΩkZ(−) , char : Hˆk(−;Z) =⇒ Hk(−;Z) , (2.24a)
ι :
Ωk−1(−)
Ωk−1Z (−)
=⇒ Hˆk(−;Z) , κ : Hk−1(−;T) =⇒ Hˆk(−;Z) . (2.24b)
Example 2.3. The following examples are explained in detail in [BB14, Part I, Section 5.1,
Examples 18, 19 and 20]: For k = 1, the Abelian group of differential characters Hˆ1(M ;Z)
is canonically isomorphic to the Abelian group of circle-valued functions C∞(M,T); for any
h ∈ C∞(M,T), the curvature is curv(h) = d log(h) and the characteristic class is char(h) =
h∗[T], where [T] ∈ H1(T;Z) denotes the fundamental class. For k = 2, the Abelian group of
differential characters Hˆ2(M ;Z) describes isomorphism classes of Hermitean line bundles with
connection on M . For k = 3, the Abelian group of differential characters Hˆ3(M ;Z) describes
isomorphism classes of Abelian gerbes with connection on M .
Example 2.4. Another source of examples of differential characters is provided by a refinement
of classical Chern-Weil theory [CS85]: Let G be a Lie group with finitely many connected com-
ponents and P →M a principal G-bundle with connection θ. Denote by Fθ the curvature form
of θ. Associated to an invariant polynomial λ : gk → R on the Lie algebra and a correspond-
ing universal characteristic class u ∈ H2k(BG;Z) is a differential character in Hˆ2k(M ;Z) with
characteristic class u(P ) and curvature the Chern-Weil form λ(Fθ). The differential character
is uniquely determined by these properties and the requirement of being natural with respect
to connection preserving bundle morphisms. The construction is reviewed in detail in [Bec14]
and also refined to relative differential characters by taking into account the Chern-Simons
form of (P, θ) associated with λ.
Ring structure: The Abelian groups Hˆ](M ;Z) can be endowed with a natural graded com-
mutative ring structure
· : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆl(M ;Z) −→ Hˆk+l(M ;Z) , (h, h′ ) 7−→ h · h′ . (2.25)
Following [CS85], the construction is as follows: Choose a family of natural cochain homotopies
B : Ωk(M)×Ωl(M)→ Ck+l−1(M ;R), for all k, l ≥ 0, between the wedge product for differential
forms and the cup product for the corresponding cochains such that B(ω, θ) = (−1)k lB(θ, ω),
for all ω ∈ Ωk(M) and θ ∈ Ωl(M). An example of such a family of cochain homotopies is
given in [CS85, Section 1] by means of iterated subdivisions, and the chain homotopy between
subdivision and identity. Two different choices of B turn out to be naturally cochain homotopic,
see [HS05, Section 3.2]. Given h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) and h′ ∈ Hˆl(M ;Z), one defines their product
h · h′ ∈ Hˆk+l(M ;Z) as the homomorphism Zk+l−1(M)→ T given by
h · h′ := h˜ ^
∫
·
curv h′ + (−1)k ch ^ h˜′ +B(curv h, curv h′ ) mod Z (2.26a)
= h˜ ^ ch′ + (−1)k
∫
·
curv h ^ h˜′ +B(curv h, curv h′ ) mod Z , (2.26b)
where h˜ ∈ Ck−1(M ;R) and h˜′ ∈ C l−1(M ;R) lift and extend h and h′ , respectively, while
ch ∈ Ck(M ;Z) and ch′ ∈ C l(M ;Z) are cocycles such that δh˜ =
∫
· curv h − ch and δh˜′ =∫
· curv h
′ − ch′ . A proof that the map (2.25) specified by (2.26) defines an associative and
graded-commutative ring structure can be found in [CS85, Theorem 1.11] or in [BB14, Part II,
Section 4.1.1]. Since both the cup product ^ and the cochain homotopy B are natural, the
expression (2.26) defines a natural ring structure, i.e. the pull-back of differential characters
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along a smooth map is a ring homomorphism. The four natural transformations displayed in
(2.24) are compatible with the ring structure, i.e.
curv(h · h′ ) = curv h ∧ curv h′ , char(h · h′ ) = charh ^ charh′ , (2.27a)
ι [A] · h′ = ι([A ∧ curv h′ ]) , κ u · h′ = κ(u ^ charh′ ) , (2.27b)
for all h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z), h′ ∈ Hˆl(M ;Z), [A] ∈ Ωk−1(M)/Ωk−1Z (M) and u ∈ Hk−1(M ;T).
Example 2.5. The ring structure on Hˆ](M ;Z) provides a construction of an isomorphism class
of Hermitean line bundles with connection on M out of two circle-valued functions h1, h2 ∈
C∞(M,T). This bundle can be described explicitly as the pull-back along the product map
(h1, h2) : M → T2 of a universal line bundle with connection on the 2-torus, called the Poincare´
bundle, see [Bun12] and [BB14] for further details.
Example 2.6. The construction of differential characters from classical Chern-Weil theory in
Example 2.4 is multiplicative: Given two invariant polynomials λ1, λ2 on g and corresponding
universal characteristic classes u1, u2 ∈ H](BG;Z), the differential character associated with λ1·
λ2 coincides with the product of the differential characters from Example 2.4. Its characteristic
class is the cup product u1(P ) ^ u2(P ), while its curvature is the wedge product λ1(Fθ)∧λ2(Fθ)
of the corresponding Chern-Weil forms.
3 Differential characters on relative cycles
In this section we review a version of relative differential cohomology which is used later to
introduce compactly supported differential cohomology. Recall that there are two different ways
to define the smooth singular cohomology of a manifold M relative to a submanifold S ⊆ M
(possibly with boundary): The first option is as the cohomology of the mapping cone complex
of the inclusion iS : S ↪→M and the second option is as the cohomology of the cochain complex
C](M,S;G) := Hom(C](M,S);G), where C](M,S) := C](M)/C](S) is the quotient complex.
The latter version was discussed in more detail in Subsection 2.1. A similar point of view can be
taken for relative de Rham cohomology: It may be defined as the cohomology of the mapping
cone complex Ω](iS) of the inclusion iS : S ↪→ M as in [BT82, p. 78] or as the cohomology of
the subcomplex Ω](M,S) of forms vanishing on S as in [God71, Chapter XII]. For a properly
embedded submanifold S ⊆ M (possibly with boundary), taking into account the long exact
cohomology sequences arising from the relative/absolute exact sequences for Ω](iS) and for
Ω](M,S), one concludes that both approaches give the same cohomology groups, although the
complexes are different; explicitly, a five lemma argument shows that H]dR(M,S) → H]dR(iS),
[ω] 7→ [ω, 0] is an isomorphism.
Since differential cohomology is a refinement of smooth singular cohomology by differential
forms, the question arises whether to refine the relative cohomology H](M,S;Z) by the mapping
cone de Rham complex Ω](iS) or by the relative de Rham complex Ω
](M,S). Differential
characters based on the mapping cone complex were first introduced in [BT06] and they were
called relative differential characters; for a comparison with relative Deligne cohomology see
also [FeR14]. Differential characters on relative cycles were first introduced in [BB14]2 and they
were called parallel relative differential characters. These two versions of relative differential
cohomology fit into diagrams similar to (2.22), provided that one considers properly embedded
submanifolds S ⊆ M . They also fit into long exact sequences relating absolute and relative
differential cohomology groups, see [BB14] and below. See [BB14] also for a comparison between
relative and parallel relative differential characters.
2In this reference it is assumed that S ⊆M is a closed submanifold, but the constructions and results directly
generalize to the case of properly embedded submanifolds.
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3.1 Definition and first properties
Let us begin by fixing our notation for relative de Rham cohomology. Let M be a manifold
and S ⊆M a submanifold (possibly with boundary). We denote by
Ωk(M,S) := {ω ∈ Ωk(M) : ω|S = 0} (3.1)
the Abelian group of k-forms vanishing on S ⊆M and by
ΩkZ(M,S) :=
{
ω ∈ Ωk(M,S) :
∫
z
ω ∈ Z , ∀z ∈ Zk(M,S)
}
⊆ Ωkd(M,S) (3.2)
its subgroup of relative k-forms with integral periods (as in (2.16), these are in particular
closed). The natural homomorphism Zk(M)→ Zk(M,S) implies that ΩkZ(M,S) is a subgroup
of ΩkZ(M). Since the exterior derivative d preserves the subgroup Ω
](M,S) ⊆ Ω](M), the rela-
tive de Rham complex (Ω](M,S), d) is a subcomplex of the usual de Rham complex (Ω](M),d).
We denote the corresponding relative de Rham cohomology by H]dR(M,S).
Definition 3.1. A degree k differential character on relative cycles on a manifold M with
respect to S ⊆M is a homomorphism h : Zk−1(M,S)→ T for which there exists a differential
form ωh ∈ Ωk(M) such that
h(∂γ) =
∫
γ
ωh mod Z , ∀γ ∈ Ck(M) . (3.3)
We denote the Abelian group of differential characters on relative cycles by Hˆk(M,S;Z).
As in the case for (absolute) differential characters, the form ωh is uniquely determined
by h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z). Evaluating (3.3) on γ ∈ Ck(S) we obtain ωh|S = 0 and evaluating on
γ = z ∈ Zk(M,S) it follows that
∫
z ωh ∈ Z. This yields the curvature homomorphism for
differential characters on relative cycles
curv : Hˆk(M,S;Z) −→ ΩkZ(M,S) , h 7−→ ωh . (3.4)
Any u ∈ Hk−1(M,S;T) may be interpreted as an element of Hˆk(M,S;Z) with vanishing curva-
ture. The argument is exactly the same as for the absolute case (see the text following (2.18))
and we just have to replace all absolute (co)homology groups with their relative analogues.
The corresponding homomorphism
κ : Hk−1(M,S;T) −→ Hˆk(M,S;Z) (3.5)
is called the “inclusion of flat fields (on relative cycles)”.
Recalling that relative chains (and hence relative cycles) form a free Abelian group, as ar-
gued in Subsection 2.1, we can lift any h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) to an element h˜ ∈ Hom(Zk−1(M,S),R)
along the quotient R → T. As a consequence of (3.3), the relative cochain ∫· ωh − h˜ ◦ ∂ ∈
Ck(M,S;R) factors through the inclusion Z → R and hence there exists a unique integral
relative cochain ch ∈ Ck(M,S;Z) satisfying h˜ ◦ ∂ =
∫
· ωh − ch. One easily checks that δch = 0
and that the relative cohomology class [ch] ∈ Hk(M,S;Z) is uniquely determined by h. This
defines the relative counterpart of the characteristic class homomorphism
char : Hˆk(M,S;Z) −→ Hk(M,S;Z) , h 7−→ [ch] . (3.6)
Any relative differential form A ∈ Ωk−1(M,S) defines a differential character on relative cycles
hA ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) by setting
hA(z) =
∫
z
A mod Z , (3.7)
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for all z ∈ Zk−1(M,S). The curvature of hA is dA and the relative characteristic class is 0.
Notice further that for A ∈ Ωk−1Z (M,S) integration over relative (k − 1)-cycles takes values in
Z, i.e. hA = 0. This defines the relative version of the topological trivialization homomorphism
ι :
Ωk−1(M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
−→ Hˆk(M,S) , [A] 7−→ hA . (3.8)
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a manifold and S ⊆M a submanifold (possibly with boundary). Then
all squares in the diagram
0

Hk−1(M,S;R)
Hk−1free (M,S;Z)

Ωk−1(M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
d //
ι

dΩk−1(M,S)

0 // Hk−1(M,S;T) κ //

Hˆk(M,S;Z) curv //
char

ΩkZ(M,S)
//

0
0 // Hktor(M,S;Z) //

Hk(M,S;Z) // Hkfree(M,S;Z) // 0
0
(3.9)
commute. The left column, the middle row and the bottom row are short exact sequences. The
middle and right columns form sequences starting with injections and the homomorphism in
the top row is surjective.
Proof. As in the absolute case, the exact sequences in the left column and in the bottom row are
obtained from the long exact sequence (2.2b) for relative cohomology associated to the coeffi-
cient sequence 0→ Z→ R→ T→ 0. In the right column, the homomorphism dΩk−1(M,S)→
ΩkZ(M,S) is just the inclusion and the homomorphism Ω
k
Z(M,S) → Hkfree(M,S;Z) is ob-
tained by identifying Hkfree(M,S;Z) with Hom(Hk(M,S);Z) and mapping ω ∈ ΩkZ(M,S) to∫
· ω ∈ Hom(Hk(M,S),Z). The right column forms a sequence because of Stokes’ theorem. In
the top row, d : Ωk−1(M,S)/Ωk−1Z (M,S)→ dΩk−1(M,S) is surjective by definition.
Commutativity of the top right square follows immediately from (3.7). To show com-
mutativity of the bottom left square, observe that the composition of the left and bottom
arrows is the connecting homomorphism β : Hk−1(M,S;T) → Hk(M,S;Z) in (2.2b). For
u ∈ Hk−1(M,S;T), β u is defined by choosing a representative u¯ ∈ Zk−1(M,S;T) of u, lift-
ing u¯ to ˜¯u ∈ Ck−1(M,S;R), taking the unique cu ∈ Zk(M,S;Z) such that cu = δ˜¯u and
setting β u = [cu]. Assigning to u the homomorphism κu : Zk−1(M,S) → T is by defini-
tion the same as restricting u¯ to relative cycles. Hence the restriction to relative cycles of
˜¯u ∈ Ck−1(M,S;R) provides a lift κ˜ u ∈ Hom(Zk−1(M,S),R) of κu ∈ Hom(Zk−1(M,S),T)
along the quotient R → T. Clearly κ˜ u ◦ ∂ = ˜¯u ◦ ∂, therefore charκu = [cu] = β u and the
bottom left square is commutative as claimed. Let us now show commutativity of the bottom
right square. Given any h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) and exploiting divisibility of T, we choose an exten-
sion h¯ ∈ Ck−1(M,S;T) of h and a lift ˜¯h ∈ Ck−1(M,S;R) of h¯ along the quotient R → T. By
definition charh = [ch] ∈ Hk(M,S;Z), for ch ∈ Zk(M,S;Z) such that δ˜¯h =
∫
· curv h− ch, i.e.
the class in Hkfree(M,S;Z) represented by ch is the same as the one represented by
∫
· curv h.
It is straightforward to prove that the middle column forms a sequence, i.e. char ◦ ι = 0.
Furthermore, the first arrow is injective by (3.7) and the definition of Ωk−1Z (M,S), cf. (3.2). It
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remains to show that the middle row is a short exact sequence. First, let us notice that curv◦κ =
0 since u ∈ Hk−1(M,S;T) vanishes when evaluated on relative boundaries. Furthermore, if
u ∈ Hk−1(M,S;T) is such that κu = 0 then u vanishes on all relative cycles, i.e. u = 0
and hence κ is injective. To show that curv is surjective, we exploit exactness of the bottom
row. Given any ω ∈ ΩkZ(M,S), we find a preimage [c] ∈ Hk(M,S;Z) of
∫
· ω ∈ Hkfree(M,S;Z).
Hence there exists h˜ ∈ Ck−1(M,S;R) such that ∫· ω = c + δh˜ ∈ Ck(M,S;R), where c ∈
Zk(M,S;Z) denotes a representative of [c]. Let us denote by h ∈ Hom(Zk−1(M,S),T) the
restriction of h˜ mod Z. For each γ ∈ Ck(M) we find that h(∂γ) =
∫
γ ω mod Z, which
implies h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) and curv h = ω according to Definition 3.1. This shows that curv
is surjective and we are left with proving that ker curv = imκ. Let h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) be
such that curv h = 0. Then h : Zk−1(M,S) → T vanishes on Bk−1(M,S) and it descends
to h ∈ Hom(Hk−1(M,S),T). Recalling that Hk−1(M,S;T) ' Hom(Hk−1(M,S),T), we find
u ∈ Hk−1(M,S;T) corresponding to h. The definition of κ discussed above (3.5) then shows
that κu = h.
Functoriality: The assignment of the Abelian groups Hˆk(M,S;Z) to objects (M,S) in the
category Pair (see Subsection 2.1) defines a functor
Hˆk(−;Z) : Pairop −→ Ab . (3.10)
Given any morphism f : (M,S) → (M ′, S′ ) in Pair, we define for any h ∈ Hˆk(M ′, S′;Z) the
homomorphism f∗h := h ◦ f∗ : Zk−1(M,S) → T by exploiting functoriality of relative chains,
see (2.3). Then f∗h ∈ Hˆk(M,S;Z) because of h(f∗∂γ) =
∫
γ f
∗curv h, for all γ ∈ Ck(M). This
also shows that the curvature curv is a natural transformation for differential characters on
relative cycles. One can also easily show that κ, char and ι are natural transformations for
differential characters on relative cycles, i.e.
curv : Hˆk(−;Z) =⇒ ΩkZ(−) , char : Hˆk(−;Z) =⇒ Hk(−;Z) , (3.11a)
ι :
Ωk−1(−)
Ωk−1Z (−)
=⇒ Hˆk(−;Z) , κ : Hk−1(−;T) =⇒ Hˆk(−;Z) , (3.11b)
are natural transformations between functors from Pairop to Ab. Moreover, all the arrows in
the diagram displayed in Theorem 3.2 are (the components of) natural transformations, which
follows from naturality of the long exact sequence (2.2b).
The natural homomorphism I: Since the quotient map C](M) → C](M,S) preserves
the boundary homomorphisms ∂, it maps cycles to relative cycles. Precomposing differential
characters on relative cycles with this quotient map thus defines a natural homomorphism
I : Hˆk(M,S;Z) −→ Hˆk(M ;Z) (3.12)
that maps differential characters on relative cycles to Cheeger-Simons differential characters.
Naturality of I is expressed by commutativity of the diagram
Hˆk(M ′, S′;Z) I //
f∗

Hˆk(M ′;Z)
f∗

Hˆk(M,S;Z)
I
// Hˆk(M ;Z)
(3.13)
for all morphisms f : (M,S)→ (M ′, S′ ) in Pair, which follows from the commutative diagram
Zk−1(M) //
f∗

Zk−1(M,S)
f∗

Zk−1(M ′ ) // Zk−1(M ′, S′ )
(3.14)
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for the quotient maps. In addition the natural diagrams
Hˆk(M,S;Z)
curv

I // Hˆk(M ;Z)
curv

Hˆk(M,S;Z)
char

I // Hˆk(M ;Z)
char

ΩkZ(M,S)
// ΩkZ(M) H
k(M,S;Z) // Hk(M ;Z)
Hk−1(M,S;T)
κ

// Hk−1(M ;T)
κ

Ωk−1(M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
ι

// Ω
k−1(M)
Ωk−1Z (M)
ι

Hˆk(M,S;Z)
I
// Hˆk(M ;Z) Hˆk(M,S;Z)
I
// Hˆk(M ;Z)
(3.15)
commute, for all objects (M,S) in Pair. The unlabeled arrows involving differential forms are
induced by the inclusions Ωp(M,S)→ Ωp(M) and the unlabeled arrows involving cohomology
groups are the canonical homomorphisms from relative to absolute cohomology.
Remark 3.3. In general, the homomorphism I : Hˆk(M,S;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) fails to be injective.
To illustrate this fact, consider the commutative diagram
0 // Hk−1(M,S;T) κ //

Hˆk(M,S;Z) curv //
I

ΩkZ(M,S)

// 0
0 // Hk−1(M ;T) κ // Hˆ
k(M ;Z) curv // Ω
k
Z(M)
// 0
(3.16)
with both rows being short exact sequences. Since the right vertical arrow is injective (because
it is a subset inclusion), the middle vertical arrow is injective if and only if so is the left one. We
now construct examples of pairs (M,S) for which Hk−1(M,S;T)→ Hk−1(M ;T) is not injective:
Let m ≥ 2 and k ∈ {2, . . . ,m+ 1}. Consider M = Rm and S = M \ (Rm−k+1 × Bk−1), where
Bp is a closed p-ball in Rp. Observe that M is homotopic to a point and S is homotopic to the
(k−2)-sphere Sk−2. Using the long exact sequence relating the relative cohomology of the pair
(M,S) to the cohomologies of M and S, cf. [Hat02, p. 200], we obtain the exact sequence
Hk−2(M ;T) // Hk−2(S;T) // Hk−1(M,S;T) // Hk−1(M ;T) . (3.17)
Since Hk−1(M ;T) is trivial by construction, Hk−1(M,S;T) can be computed as the quotient
of Hk−2(S;T) by the image of Hk−2(M ;T). Specifically, one finds that T ' Hk−1(M,S;T) →
Hk−1(M ;T) ' 0 is not injective.
Example 3.4. As in Example 2.3, the relative differential cohomology group Hˆ2(M,S;Z) in
degree k = 2 has an immediate geometric interpretation. It is canonically isomorphic (by
the holonomy map) to the group of isomorphism classes of triples (L,∇, σ) consisting of a
Hermitean line bundle L→M with connection ∇ and a ∇-parallel section σ : S → L|S of the
restricted bundle L|S → S. The homomorphism I : Hˆ2(M,S;Z) → Hˆ2(M ;Z) is then induced
by the forgetful map from triples (L,∇, σ) to pairs (L,∇) that ignores the section, see [BB14]
for details. Since there may be inequivalent parallel sections on the same pair (L,∇), this gives
a geometric interpretation of the non-injectivity of I, cf. Remark 3.3.
Properly embedded S ⊆M : In the following we shall specialize to the case where S ⊆M
is a properly embedded submanifold (possibly with boundary). In this case, differential forms
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on S can be extended to differential forms on M , see e.g. [Lee12, Problem 10-9]. In particular,
we obtain the short exact sequence of de Rham complexes
0 // Ω](M,S) // Ω](M) // Ω](S) // 0 . (3.18)
Regarding differential forms as cochains via integration over smooth singular chains, we obtain
a commutative diagram of cochain complexes of Abelian groups
0 // Ω](M,S) //∫
·

Ω](M) //∫
·

Ω](S) //∫
·

0
0 // C](M,S;R) // C](M ;R) // C](S;R) // 0
(3.19)
and the corresponding commutative diagram of the long exact cohomology sequences
· · · // Hk−1dR (M) //
'

Hk−1dR (S) //
'

HkdR(M,S)
//

HkdR(M)
//
'

HkdR(S)
//
'

· · ·
· · · // Hk−1(M ;R) // Hk−1(S;R) // Hk(M,S;R) // Hk(M ;R) // Hk(S;R) // · · ·
(3.20)
By de Rham’s theorem,3 the vertical arrows between absolute cohomology groups are isomor-
phisms and hence by the five lemma we conclude that also HkdR(M,S) → Hk(M,S;R) is an
isomorphism. This provides us with a relative version of de Rham’s theorem for the case of
S ⊆M being properly embedded. Using this result we can refine the statement of Theorem 3.2
to obtain the full commutative diagram for relative differential cohomology.
Theorem 3.5. Let M be a manifold and S ⊆ M a properly embedded submanifold (possibly
with boundary). Then the diagram
0

0

0

0 // H
k−1(M,S;R)
Hk−1free (M,S;Z)
//

Ωk−1(M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
d //
ι

dΩk−1(M,S) //

0
0 // Hk−1(M,S;T) κ //

Hˆk(M,S;Z) curv //
char

ΩkZ(M,S)
//

0
0 // Hktor(M,S;Z) //

Hk(M,S;Z) //

Hkfree(M,S;Z) //

0
0 0 0
(3.21)
commutes and its rows and columns are short exact sequences.
Remark 3.6. This theorem is proven in [BB14] for closed submanifolds S ⊆ M . The proof
carries over to the more general setting of properly embedded submanifolds (possibly with
boundary). For completeness, we briefly outline the proof.
3The de Rham theorem also holds for manifolds with boundary; the well-known proof due to A. Weil using
Cˇech-de Rham and Cˇech-singular double complexes can easily be adapted to the case of manifolds with boundary.
Alternatively, one may also argue with homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology using the fact that the
inclusion M\∂M ↪→M is a homotopy equivalence.
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Proof. We first show that the right column is a short exact sequence. For this, we only have to
prove that the morphism ΩkZ(M,S)→ Hkfree(M,S;Z) is surjective and that its kernel coincides
with dΩk−1(M,S). Both statements follow from de Rham’s theorem for relative cohomology
by taking into account the inclusion Hkfree(M,S;Z) ⊆ Hk(M,S;R).
Using this result we can also complete the diagram in Theorem 3.2 by defining the missing
horizontal arrow in the top row: With Ωpd(M,S) denoting the closed relative p-forms we have
Hk−1(M,S;R)
Hk−1free (M,S;Z)
' Ω
k−1
d (M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
⊆ Ω
k−1(M,S)
Ωk−1Z (M,S)
. (3.22)
This map is injective and its image agrees with the kernel of d : Ωk−1(M,S)/Ωk−1Z (M,S) →
dΩk−1(M,S). Hence the top row is a short exact sequence. To show that the top left square
commutes, it is sufficient to represent cohomology classes in Hk−1(M,S;R) by means of closed
(k − 1)-forms according to the isomorphism displayed above. Exactness of the middle column
follows from exactness of the other sequences.
Remark 3.7. In the present case of properly embedded submanifolds S ⊆M we can strengthen
Remark 3.3 on the non-injectivity of the homomorphism I : Hˆk(M,S;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) by fitting
it into a long exact sequence connecting absolute and relative (differential) cohomology groups.
By similar arguments as in [BB14, Part II, Section 3.3.4], there exists a long exact sequence
· · · // Hk−2(M,S;T) // Hk−2(M ;T) // Hk−2(S;T)
κ◦β
// Hˆk(M,S;Z) I // Hˆk(M ;Z)
i∗S // Hˆk(S;Z)
β◦char
// Hk+1(M,S;Z) // Hk+1(M ;Z) // Hk+1(S;Z) // · · ·
(3.23)
of Abelian groups, where β : Hk(S;G) → Hk+1(M,S;G) denotes the connecting homomor-
phism (for G = T or G = Z). From (3.23) it follows that h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) descends to a
differential character on relative cycles if and only if it vanishes upon pull-back to S.
3.2 Excision theorem
We now prove a version of the excision theorem for differential characters on relative cycles.
This result will be used later in Section 4 to define the push-forward of compactly supported
differential characters and hence to understand their functorial behavior.
Theorem 3.8. Let M be a manifold. Consider O ⊆ M open and C ⊆ M closed such that
C ⊆ O. Then the morphism i : (O,O \ C)→ (M,M \ C) in Pair induces an isomorphism
i∗ : Hˆk(M,M \ C;Z) −→ Hˆk(O,O \ C;Z) . (3.24)
Proof. Consider the central row of diagram (3.9) and recall that it is a natural short exact
sequence. Hence the morphism i : (O,O \ C) → (M,M \ C) in Pair induces the commutative
diagram
0 // Hk−1(M,M \ C;T) κ //
i∗

Hˆk(M,M \ C;Z) curv //
i∗

ΩkZ(M,M \ C) //
i∗

0
0 // Hk−1(O,O \ C;T) κ // Hˆk(O,O \ C;Z) curv // ΩkZ(O,O \ C) // 0
(3.25)
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Excision for ordinary cohomology implies that the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism. By
the five lemma, it is sufficient to show that also the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism in
order to complete the proof.
We will now construct an inverse of the homomorphism i∗ : ΩkZ(M,M \C)→ ΩkZ(O,O \C).
First, notice that i∗ : Ωk(M,M \ C) → Ωk(O,O \ C) (without the restriction to integral
periods) is an isomorphism because forms on O that vanish on O \ C can be extended by
zero. It remains to prove that the extension by zero homomorphism (i∗)−1 : Ωk(O,O \ C) →
Ωk(M,M\C) preserves integral periods. Let ω ∈ ΩkZ(O,O\C) and z ∈ Zk(M,M\C). Choosing
a representative z˜ ∈ Ck(M) of z, we find ∂z˜ ∈ Ck−1(M\C). Because {O,M\C} is an open cover
of M , there exists an integer j ≥ 0 such that the j-th iterated subdivision Sj z˜ is a combination
of simplices which are supported either in O or in M \C. Let a ∈ Ck(O) denote the combination
of those simplices in Sj z˜ whose support intersects C. By construction b := Sj z˜−a ∈ Ck(M \C)
and ∂a = Sj∂z˜ − ∂b ∈ Ck−1(O \ C). In particular, a represents an element of Zk(O,O \ C).
Recalling that there exists a natural chain homotopy Dj : Cp(M)→ Cp+1(M) between identity
and j-th iterated subdivision, we conclude that z˜ = a + b −Dj∂z˜ − ∂Dj z˜. By naturality, the
chain homotopy Dj preserves the supports of chains, in particular Dj∂z˜ ∈ Ck(M \ C). Since
ω is closed, so is its extension by zero (i∗)−1ω. This implies that∫
z
(i∗)−1ω =
∫
a
ω +
∫
b−Dj∂z˜
(i∗)−1ω −
∫
Dj z˜
d(i∗)−1ω =
∫
a
ω ∈ Z , (3.26)
where we have also used Stokes’ theorem.
3.3 Module structure
We show that relative differential cohomology Hˆ](M,S;Z) is a module over the differential
cohomology ring Hˆ](M ;Z), see Subsection 2.3. Let (M,S) be an object in Pair. In the following
we shall explain how (2.26) may be used to define a bihomomorphism
· : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆl(M,S;Z) −→ Hˆk+l(M,S;Z) , (h, h′ ) 7−→ h · h′ , (3.27)
which provides us with the desired module structure.
Let h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) and h′ ∈ Hˆl(M,S;Z). Let h˜ ∈ Ck−1(M ;R) be such that h˜ mod Z = h
on Zk−1(M) and ch ∈ Zk(M ;Z) such that δh˜ =
∫
· curv h− ch ∈ Ck(M ;R). The pair (h˜, ch) is
unique up to a term of the form (∆ + δΓ,−δ∆), where ∆ ∈ Ck−1(M ;Z) and Γ ∈ Ck−2(M ;R).
Similarly, let h˜′ ∈ C l−1(M,S;Z) be such that h˜′ mod Z = h′ on Zl−1(M,S) and ch′ ∈
Z l(M,S;Z) such that δh˜′ =
∫
· curv h
′ − ch′ ∈ C l(M,S;R). The pair (h˜′ , ch′) is unique up to
a term of the form (∆ + δΓ,−δ∆), where ∆ ∈ C l−1(M,S;Z) and Γ ∈ C l−2(M,S;R).
As in Subsection 2.3, we choose a family of natural cochain homotopies B : Ωk(M) ×
Ωl(M)→ Ck+l−1(M ;R), for all k, l ≥ 0, between the wedge product for differential forms and
the cup product for the corresponding cochains such that B(ω, θ) = (−1)k lB(θ, ω), for all
ω ∈ Ωk(M) and θ ∈ Ωl(M). These cochain homotopies imply the identities∫
·
ω ∧ θ −
∫
·
ω ^
∫
·
θ = δB(ω, θ) +B(dω, θ) + (−1)k B(ω,dθ) , (3.28)
for all ω ∈ Ωk(M) and θ ∈ Ωl(M). Recall that an example of such a family of cochain homo-
topies is given in [CS85, Section 1]. It is obtained by iterated subdivisions, the natural chain
homotopy between subdivision and identity, and by exploiting a result due to Kervaire [Ker57].
With this choice one explicitly observes that B preserves supports, i.e. B(ω, θ) ∈ Ck+l−1(M,S)
where S = M \ (suppω∩ supp θ) is the complement of the intersection of the supports of ω and
θ. More abstractly, this fact follows from naturality of B. As stressed in [HS05, Section 3.2],
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two different choices of B are naturally cochain homotopic. This result is crucial in showing
that the ring structure on differential characters does not depend on the choice of a natural
cochain homotopy B. Similarly, it will allow us to show that the module structure of differen-
tial characters on relative cycles over the ring of differential characters does not depend on the
choice of B.
Recalling that the cup product between cochains preserves supports, we define h · h′ in
(3.27) as the homomorphism Zk+l−1(M,S)→ T given by
h · h′ := h˜ ^
∫
·
curv h′ + (−1)k ch ^ h˜′ +B(curv h, curv h′ ) mod Z (3.29a)
= h˜ ^ ch′ + (−1)k
∫
·
curv h ^ h˜′ +B(curv h, curv h′ ) mod Z , (3.29b)
where (h˜, ch) and (h˜
′ , ch′) were introduced above. The two expressions in (3.29) differ by the
exact term (−1)k+1 δ(h˜ ^ h˜′ ) ∈ Bk+l−1(M,S;R), which is of course trivial when evaluated
on Zk+l−1(M,S). While (3.29a) shows that h · h′ does not depend on the choice of (h˜′ , ch′),
the expression (3.29b) shows independence with respect to the choice of (h˜, ch). The fact that
different choices of B are naturally cochain homotopic entails that h · h′ does not depend on
this choice as well. It is easy to check that h·h′ as defined above is an element of Hˆk+l(M,S;Z):
using (3.28) one finds that
(h · h′ )(∂γ) =
∫
γ
curv h ∧ curv h′ mod Z , (3.30)
for all γ ∈ Ck+l(M). Because the formula for the module structure on relative differential
cohomology is exactly the same as the one for the ring structure on differential cohomology,
one can easily adapt the arguments in [CS85, Theorem 1.11] to the present case and show that
(3.27) structures Hˆ](M,S;Z) into a module over Hˆ](M ;Z). For an alternative approach see
[BB14, Part II, Section 4.2.6]. Directly from (3.29), one can prove the identities
curv(h · h′ ) = curv h ∧ curv h′ , char(h · h′ ) = charh ^ charh′ , (3.31a)
h · κυ = (−1)k κ(charh ^ υ) , h · ι [α] = (−1)k ι [curv h ∧ α] , (3.31b)
κu · h′ = κ(u ^ charh′ ) , ι [A] · h′ = ι [A ∧ curv h′ ] , (3.31c)
for all h∈Hˆk(M ;Z), h′ ∈Hˆl(M,S;Z), [A] ∈ Ωk−1(M)/Ωk−1Z (M), [α] ∈ Ωl−1(M,S)/Ωl−1Z (M,S),
u ∈ Hk−1(M ;T) and υ ∈ Hl−1(M,S;T), which express the compatibility of the module struc-
ture for differential characters on relative cycles with respect to the natural homomorphisms
curv, char, ι and κ.
We conclude by noticing that the Hˆ](M ;Z)-module structure on Hˆ](M,S;Z) is natural
with respect to morphisms f : (M,S) → (M ′, S′ ) in the category Pair, i.e. the pull-back
f∗ : Hˆk(M ′, S′;Z)→ Hˆk(M,S;Z) is a module homomorphism with underlying ring homomor-
phism f∗ : Hˆk(M ′;Z) → Hˆk(M ;Z). For this, let h ∈ Hˆk(M ′;Z) and h′ ∈ Hˆl(M ′, S′;Z) and
choose cochains h˜ ∈ Ck−1(M ′;R) and h˜′ ∈ C l−1(M ′, S′;R) which extend and lift h and h′ ,
respectively. Take ch ∈ Zk(M ′;Z) and ch′ ∈ Z l(M ′, S′;Z) such that δh˜ =
∫
· curv h − ch and
δh˜′ =
∫
· curv h
′ − ch′ . Then f∗h˜ ∈ Ck−1(M ;R) and f∗h˜′ ∈ C l−1(M,S;R) extend and lift
f∗h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z) and f∗h′ ∈ Hˆl(M,S;Z), respectively. Furthermore, f∗ch ∈ Zk(M ;Z) and
f∗ch′ ∈ Z l(M,S;Z) satisfy δf∗h˜ =
∫
· curv f
∗h− f∗ch and δf∗h˜′ =
∫
· curv f
∗h′ − f∗ch′ . Com-
puting f∗h ·f∗h′ using (3.29), we conclude that f∗h ·f∗h′ = f∗(h ·h′ ) because the cup product
^ and the cochain homotopy B are natural.
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Remark 3.9. We observe that (3.29) also makes sense when both factors are differential
characters on relative cycles: For S, S′ and S ∪ S′ submanifolds (possibly with boundary) of
M , the same arguments would show that
· : Hˆk(M,S;Z)× Hˆl(M,S′;Z) −→ Hˆk+l(M,S ∪ S′;Z) , (h, h′ ) 7−→ h · h′ (3.32)
is a well-defined bihomomorphism. For S = S′, (3.32) defines a graded-commutative ring
structure (without unit if S is non-empty) on differential characters on relative cycles. This
ring structure coincides with the usual ring structure on differential characters for S = S′ = ∅.
Furthermore, when S ⊆ S′, we can interpret Hˆl(M,S′;Z) as a module over the ring Hˆk(M,S;Z)
(without unit for S 6= ∅). When S = ∅, this coincides with the module structure introduced in
(3.27).
4 Differential characters with compact support
To introduce differential characters with compact support, we follow an approach similar to
the one used in Subsection 2.2 to define ordinary cohomology with compact support. Let M be
a manifold. Consider its associated directed set KM of compact subsets K ⊆M and introduce
the functor (M,M \ −) : KM → Pairop as in (2.6). Composing this functor with the relative
differential cohomology functor Hˆk(−;Z) : Pairop → Ab results in the functor
Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z) : KM −→ Ab . (4.1)
Definition 4.1. The Abelian group of differential characters with compact support is the
colimit
Hˆkc (M ;Z) := colim
(
Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z) : KM → Ab
)
(4.2)
of the functor (4.1) over the directed set KM .
As for ordinary cohomology (cf. Remark 2.1), the Abelian groups Hˆkc (M ;Z) can also be
computed as a colimit over the directed set OcM instead of KM (since both OcM and KM are
cofinal in a larger directed set UM ). Composing the functor (M,M \ −) : OcM → Pairoppe
with the embedding Pairoppe → Pairop and Hˆk(−;Z) : Pairop → Ab, we obtain another functor
Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z) : OcM → Ab whose colimit is isomorphic to Hˆkc (M ;Z), i.e.
Hˆkc (M ;Z) ' colim
(
Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z) : OcM → Ab
)
. (4.3)
A technical advantage of this alternative point of view is that Hˆk(M,M\O;Z), for any O ∈ OcM ,
fits into the full commutative diagram of short exact sequences (3.21) while Hˆk(M,M \K;Z),
for K ∈ KM , in general just fits into the incomplete diagram (3.9).
We next define the Abelian group
Ωkc,Z(M) := colim
(
ΩkZ(M,M \ −) : KM → Ab
)
(4.4)
of (closed) k-forms with compact support having integral periods on cycles relative to the
complement of their support. Recalling that colim is an exact functor for diagrams in Abelian
groups over directed sets, it follows that
colim
( Ωk(M,M \ −)
ΩkZ(M,M \ −)
: KM → Ab
)
=
Ωkc (M)
Ωkc,Z(M)
. (4.5)
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Theorem 4.2. Let M be a manifold. Then the diagram
0

0

0

0 // H
k−1
c (M ;R)
Hk−1c,free(M ;Z)
//

Ωk−1c (M)
Ωk−1c,Z (M)
d //
ι

dΩk−1c (M) //

0
0 // Hk−1c (M ;T)
κ //

Hˆkc (M ;Z)
curv //
char

Ωkc,Z(M)
//

0
0 // Hkc,tor(M ;Z) //

Hkc (M ;Z) //

Hkc,free(M ;Z) //

0
0 0 0
(4.6)
commutes and its rows and columns are short exact sequences.
Proof. This result follows immediately from (4.3) and Theorem 3.5 because the complement
M \ O of any O ∈ OcM is properly embedded and colim is an exact functor for diagrams in
Abelian groups over directed sets.
Functoriality: We show that
Hˆkc (−;Z) : Manm,↪→ −→ Ab (4.7)
is a functor. Given an open embedding f : M → M ′ between m-dimensional manifolds, one
can use the same arguments as in Subsection 2.2 and the Excision Theorem 3.8 for differential
characters on relative cycles to conclude that f∗ : Hˆk(M ′,M ′ \ −;Z) ◦ Kf ⇒ Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z)
is a natural isomorphism. Denoting its inverse by
(f∗)−1 : Hˆk(M,M \ −;Z) =⇒ Hˆk(M ′,M ′ \ −;Z) ◦ Kf , (4.8)
the universal property of the colimit allows us to define a canonical homomorphism f∗ :
Hˆkc (M ;Z) → Hˆkc (M ′;Z), which we call the push-forward of differential characters with com-
pact support. One can then easily check that Hˆkc (−;Z) : Manm,↪→ → Ab is a functor and that
naturality of curv, char, ι and κ for differential characters on relative chains carries over to the
compactly supported case via our colimit prescription, i.e.
curv : Hˆkc (−;Z) =⇒ Ωkc,Z(−) , char : Hˆkc (−;Z) =⇒ Hkc (−;Z) , (4.9a)
ι :
Ωk−1c (−)
Ωk−1c,Z (−)
=⇒ Hˆkc (−;Z) , κ : Hk−1c (−;T) =⇒ Hˆkc (−;Z) , (4.9b)
are natural transformations between functors from Manm,↪→ to Ab.
Example 4.3. As explained in Examples 2.3 and 3.4, (relative) differential cohomology groups
in degree k = 2 are canonically isomorphic to isomorphism classes of Hermitean line bundles
with connection (and parallel section). By passing to the colimit over the directed set OcM
we obtain a canonical identification of the compactly supported differential cohomology group
Hˆ2c(M ;Z) with the group of isomorphism classes of Hermitean line bundles with connection and
a parallel section outside some relatively compact open subset O ⊆M . Two such triples with
sections σ : M \O → L and σ′ : M \O′ → L′ are isomorphic if and only if there exists a bundle
isomorphism ψ : L → L′, a subset O˜ ∈ OcM with O˜ ⊂ O ∩ O′, and a section σ˜ : M \ O˜ → L
such that σ˜|M\O = σ and ψ ◦ σ˜|M\O′ = σ′.
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Module structure: Using the natural module structure for differential characters on relative
cycles developed in Subsection 3.3, our colimit prescription for differential characters with
compact support given in Definition 4.1 yields a natural module structure for Hˆ]c(M ;Z) over
the ring Hˆ](M ;Z). We denote this module structure by
· : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆlc(M ;Z) −→ Hˆk+lc (M ;Z) , (h, h′ ) 7−→ h · h′ . (4.10)
The bihomomorphism (4.10) is obtained by taking the colimit over K ∈ KM in (3.27) for
S = M \K. Given any morphism f : M →M ′ in Manm,↪→, the diagram
Hˆk(M ′;Z)× Hˆlc(M ;Z)
f∗×id
//
id×f∗

Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆlc(M ;Z) · // Hˆk+lc (M ;Z)
f∗

Hˆk(M ′;Z)× Hˆlc(M ′;Z) · // Hˆk+lc (M ′;Z)
(4.11)
commutes by construction of f∗, which implies that the Hˆ](M ;Z)-module structure on Hˆ]c(M ;Z)
is natural. The homomorphisms curv, char, ι and κ for compactly supported differential
characters are compatible with the module structure, i.e.
curv(h · h′ ) = curv h ∧ curv h′ , char(h · h′ ) = charh ^ charh′ , (4.12a)
h · κυ = (−1)k κ(charh ^ υ) , h · ι [α] = (−1)k ι [curv h ∧ α] , (4.12b)
κu · h′ = κ(u ^ charh′ ) , ι [A] · h′ = ι [A ∧ curv h′ ] , (4.12c)
for all h ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z), h′ ∈ Hˆlc(M ;Z), [A] ∈ Ωk−1(M)/Ωk−1Z (M), [α] ∈ Ωl−1c (M)/Ωl−1c,Z (M),
u ∈ Hk−1(M ;T) and υ ∈ Hl−1c (M ;T). This again follows from similar results for the module
structure of differential characters on relative cycles, see Subsection 3.3.
The natural homomorphism I: Applying our colimit prescription to the homomorphism
displayed in (3.12) defines a natural homomorphism
I : Hˆkc (M ;Z) −→ Hˆk(M ;Z) (4.13)
sending differential characters with compact support to Cheeger-Simons differential characters.
Naturality means that for any morphism f : M →M ′ in Manm,↪→ the diagram
Hˆkc (M ;Z)
I //
f∗

Hˆk(M ;Z)
Hˆkc (M
′;Z)
I
// Hˆk(M ′;Z)
f∗
OO
(4.14)
commutes. As for differential characters on relative cycles, this homomorphism is compatible
with curvature, characteristic class, topological trivialization and inclusion of flat characters.
It is furthermore multiplicative with respect to the Hˆ](M ;Z)-module structure of Hˆ]c(M ;Z).
Remark 4.4. As for ordinary cohomology, the natural homomorphism I : Hˆkc (M ;Z) →
Hˆk(M ;Z) is in general neither surjective nor injective. Its kernel and cokernel may be character-
ized by applying the colimit over the directed set OcM to the long exact sequence (3.23). We ob-
serve that injectivity of I : Hˆkc (M ;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) is equivalent to injectivity of Hk−1c (M ;T)→
Hk−1(M ;T). This follows from the colimit of the diagram in Remark 3.3 and observing that
Ωkc,Z(M)→ ΩkZ(M) is an injection. We provide below some examples for which Hk−1c (M ;T)→
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Hk−1(M ;T) fails to be injective, and therefore I : Hˆkc (M ;Z) → Hˆk(M ;Z) too: Let m ≥ 3,
k ∈ {2, . . . ,m} with 2k 6= m + 2,m + 3 and take M = Rk−1 × Sm−k+1. Observe that the
collection of compact subsets B = {Br × Sm−k+1 : r > 0}, where Br is the closed ball in
Rk−1 of radius r centered at the origin, is cofinal in KM . Therefore, recalling (2.7), we find
Hk−1c (M ;T) ' colim(Hk−1(M,M \ −;T) : B → Ab). The long exact sequence relating relative
and absolute cohomology groups, see e.g. [Hat02, p. 200], provides the exact sequence
Hk−2(M ;T) // Hk−2(M \K;T) // Hk−1(M,M \K;T) // Hk−1(M ;T) (4.15)
for each K ∈ B. Since 2k 6= m + 2, Hk−1(M ;T) is trivial; therefore Hk−1(M,M \ K;T)
is isomorphic to the quotient of Hk−2(M \ K;T) by the image of Hk−2(M ;T). Taking also
2k 6= m+ 3 into account, one concludes that Hk−2(M \K;T) ' T. Since this result is the same
for all K ∈ B, the homomorphism T ' Hk−1c (M ;T)→ Hk−1(M ;T) ' 0 is not injective.
Remark 4.5. Since differential cohomology groups are usually regarded as a refinement of
smooth singular cohomology groups by differential forms, it seems reasonable to introduce
compactly supported differential cohomology groups as a refinement of compactly supported
cohomology groups by compactly supported differential forms. This is exactly the case for
our notion of compactly supported differential characters Hˆ]c(M ;Z), as well as for the model
in [HLZ03, Section 8], where the authors develop another approach to differential cohomology
with compact support based on de Rham-Federer currents. In particular, [HLZ03, Proposition
8.3] is the analogue of our Theorem 4.2. However, in [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4] it is erroneously
stated that the group of de Rham-Federer characters with compact support is isomorphic to
the subgroup of Cheeger-Simons differential characters on M vanishing upon restriction to the
complement of some compact subset K ⊆ M . This statement is in contrast with our results,
see also Remark 5.8 below. Actually, assuming that an Abelian group Hˆkc (M ;Z) fits into the
commutative diagram
0 // Hk−1c (M ;T) //

Hˆkc (M ;Z) //
I

Ωkc,Z(M)
//

0
0 // Hk−1(M ;T) // Hˆk(M ;Z) // ΩkZ(M) // 0
(4.16)
with exact rows, the non-injectivity of the homomorphism Hk−1c (M ;T)→ Hk−1(M ;T) implies
that Hˆkc (M ;Z) cannot be a subgroup of Hˆk(M ;Z) in general. On the other hand, from the long
exact sequence (3.23) we conclude that the inclusion of the subgroup of Cheeger-Simons char-
acters on M which vanish upon restriction to the complement of some relatively compact open
subset O ∈ OcM into Hˆk(M ;Z) factorizes the map I : Hˆkc (M ;Z) → Hˆk(M ;Z). In other words,
the subgroup of Hˆk(M ;Z) of Cheeger-Simons differential characters introduced in [HLZ03,
Theorem 8.4] coincides with the image of the homomorphism I : Hˆkc (M ;Z) → Hˆk(M ;Z). It
follows that the homomorphism of [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4] in general fails to be an isomorphism.
Let us stress that this fact does not affect the rest of [HLZ03].
Remark 4.6. For the sake of completeness, it is worth to compare between the compactly
supported differential characters introduced here using the Cheeger-Simons approach to dif-
ferential cohomology and the de Rham-Federer characters with compact support established
in [HLZ03, Section 8].4 Here we only sketch the construction of a natural comparison isomor-
phism, pointing to the relevant literature. A more detailed argument requires the introduction
of a large amount of material from de Rham-Federer theory, which is beyond the scope of the
present paper. The relevant homomorphism can be obtained in analogy with [HLZ03, Section
4We are grateful to the anonymous referee for encouraging us to pursue this point and for suggesting the
relevant construction.
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4]. Specifically, integrating a compactly supported de Rham-Federer character over cycles rel-
ative to its support leads to a compactly supported differential character in the sense of the
present paper. This provides a homomorphism
Ψ : Hˆk−1cpt (M) −→ Hˆkc (M ;Z) , (4.17)
where Hˆpcpt(M) denotes the Abelian group of de Rham-Federer character with compact support,
cf. [HLZ03, Definition 8.2]. (Notice the degree shift due to the different convention adopted in
[HLZ03].) Ψ behaves naturally with respect to open embeddings, cf. (4.7). To prove that Ψ is
also an isomorphism, one considers the short exact sequence in [HLZ03, Proposition 8.3] and
the similar one obtained from (4.6). Poincare´ duality between homology and cohomology with
compact support [Hat02, Theorem 3.35] provides isomorphisms between the objects appearing
on the left (respectively on the right) of the sequences mentioned above. One can check that
these isomorphisms, together with Ψ, form a morphism of short exact sequences. Therefore,
by the five lemma, the natural homomorphism Ψ is also an isomorphism.
Example 4.7. A source of examples of compactly supported differential characters is obtained
by classical Chern-Weil theory. As in Example 2.4, let G be a Lie group with finitely many
connected components and λ : gk → R an invariant polynomial. Let P → M be a principal
G-bundle with connection θ and suppose that there exists an isomorphism (P, θ)|M\O '−→
((M \O)×G, d) to the trivial bundle with trivial connection outside some relatively compact
open subset O ∈ OcM .5 Mimicking in this setting the construction from [CS85] of differential
characters with curvature the Chern-Weil form λ(Fθ), we obtain an element of Hˆ
2k(M ;Z)
that lies in the image of the natural homomorphism I : Hˆ2kc (M ;Z) → Hˆ2k(M ;Z). Since I is
in general not injective, the question arises whether this character has a canonical preimage.
Taking into account the identification of Hˆ2k(M,M \ O;Z) with the group of parallel relative
differential characters from [BB14], we obtain a canonical character from the Cheeger-Chern-
Simons character associated with (P, θ), see [Bec14] for details of the construction.
5 Smooth Pontryagin duality
The aim of this section is to establish a version of Pontryagin duality for Cheeger-Simons
differential characters. This should be compared to [HLZ03], where a similar result is obtained
in a different model for differential cohomology based on de Rham-Federer currents.
In this section all manifolds are implicitly assumed to be connected, m-dimensional, and ori-
ented. This in particular allows us to define the integration homomorphism
∫
M : Ω
m
c (M)→ R.
We denote by oManm,↪→ the corresponding category of oriented and connected m-dimensional
manifolds with morphisms given by orientation-preserving open embeddings. Some of the fol-
lowing results are proven under the additional (sufficient but not necessary) hypothesis that
the manifold M is of finite-type, which implies that all (co)homology groups are finitely gener-
ated and in particular allows us to interpret cohomology with compact support as the dual of
ordinary cohomology, see e.g. Poincare´ duality for de Rham cohomology in [BT82, Chapter I,
Section 5]. We will clearly indicate which statements rely on this assumption. Some of the
technical details required in Section 5.1 are delegated to Appendix A at the end of the paper.
5.1 Definitions
For any Abelian group G, we denote its Pontryagin dual (also called the character group)
by G? := Hom(G,T). We define the smooth Pontryagin dual Ωkc (M)?∞ ⊆ Ωkc (M)? of Ωkc (M)
5Since θ is equivalent to the trivial connection outside O, the constant maps in the trivialization are parallel
sections.
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as the subgroup of elements ϕ ∈ Ωkc (M)? which are smooth in the sense that there exists
ω ∈ Ωm−k(M) such that
ϕ(α) =
∫
M
ω ∧ α mod Z , (5.1)
for all α ∈ Ωkc (M). Similarly, we define the smooth Pontryagin dual Ωk(M)?∞ ⊆ Ωk(M)? of
Ωk(M) as the subgroup of elements ψ ∈ Ωk(M)? which are smooth in the sense that there
exists α ∈ Ωm−kc (M) such that
ψ(ω) =
∫
M
ω ∧ α mod Z , (5.2)
for all ω ∈ Ωk(M). Introducing the (weakly non-degenerate) T-valued pairing
〈·, ·〉Ω : Ωk(M)× Ωm−kc (M) −→ T , (ω, α) 7−→ (−1)k
∫
M
ω ∧ α mod Z , (5.3)
partial evaluation provides us with the two homomorphisms
Ωk(M) −→ Ωm−kc (M)? , ω 7−→ 〈ω, ·〉Ω , (5.4a)
Ωm−kc (M) −→ Ωk(M)? , α 7−→ 〈·, α〉Ω . (5.4b)
It is clear from these definitions that (5.4) induces isomorphisms
Ωk(M) ' Ωm−kc (M)?∞ , Ωm−kc (M) ' Ωk(M)?∞ . (5.5)
We further define the smooth Pontryagin duals of the quotients Ωkc (M)/Ω
k
c,Z(M) and
Ωk(M)/ΩkZ(M) by ( Ωkc (M)
Ωkc,Z(M)
)?
∞
:=
{
ϕ ∈ Ωkc (M)?∞ : ϕ
(
Ωkc,Z(M)
)
= {0}} , (5.6a)
( Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
)?
∞
:=
{
ψ ∈ Ωk(M)?∞ : ψ
(
ΩkZ(M)
)
= {0}} . (5.6b)
Notice that the smooth Pontryagin dual (Ωkc (M)/Ω
k
c,Z(M))
?∞ can be identified with a subgroup
of (Ωkc (M)/Ω
k
c,Z(M))
? and similarly that (Ωk(M)/ΩkZ(M))
?∞ can be identified with a subgroup
of (Ωk(M)/ΩkZ(M))
?. We also define the smooth Pontryagin duals of the subgroups Ωkc,Z(M) ⊆
Ωkc (M) and Ω
k
Z(M) ⊆ Ωk(M) by
Ωkc,Z(M)
?
∞ :=
Ωkc (M)
?∞{
ϕ ∈ Ωkc (M)?∞ : ϕ
(
Ωkc,Z(M)
)
= {0}} = Ωkc (M)?∞( Ωkc (M)
Ωkc,Z(M)
)?
∞
, (5.7a)
ΩkZ(M)
?
∞ :=
Ωk(M)?∞{
ψ ∈ Ωk(M)?∞ : ψ
(
ΩkZ(M)
)
= {0}} = Ωk(M)?∞( Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
)?
∞
. (5.7b)
Notice that the smooth Pontryagin dual Ωkc,Z(M)
?∞ can be identified with a subgroup of
Ωkc,Z(M)
? and similarly that ΩkZ(M)
?∞ can be identified with a subgroup of ΩkZ(M)
?.
To characterize (5.6) and (5.7) more explicitly, we notice that Lemma A.2 implies that
ΩkZ(M) =
{
ω ∈ Ωk(M) :
∫
M
ω ∧ Ωm−kc,Z (M) ⊆ Z
}
. (5.8)
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Hence (5.3) induces the T-valued pairing
〈·, ·〉Ω : ΩkZ(M)×
Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
−→ T , (ω, [α]) 7−→ (−1)k
∫
M
ω ∧ α mod Z (5.9)
and by partial evaluation the two homomorphisms
ΩkZ(M) −→
( Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
)?
, ω 7−→ 〈ω, ·〉Ω , (5.10a)
Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
−→ ΩkZ(M)? , [α] 7−→ 〈·, [α]〉Ω . (5.10b)
Moreover, again because of (5.8), the pairing (5.3) induces another T-valued pairing
〈·, ·〉Ω :
Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
× Ωm−kc,Z (M) −→ T , ([ω], α) 7−→ (−1)k
∫
M
ω ∧ α mod Z (5.11)
and by partial evaluation the two homomorphisms
Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
−→ Ωm−kc,Z (M)? , [ω] 7−→ 〈[ω], ·〉Ω , (5.12a)
Ωm−kc,Z (M) −→
( Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
)?
, α 7−→ 〈·, α〉Ω . (5.12b)
For manifolds M of finite-type, Lemma A.1 implies that
Ωm−kc,Z (M) =
{
α ∈ Ωm−kc (M) :
∫
M
ΩkZ(M) ∧ α ⊆ Z
}
. (5.13)
We are now ready to demonstrate
Lemma 5.1. The homomorphisms (5.10a) and (5.12a) induce isomorphisms
ΩkZ(M) '
( Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
)?
∞
,
Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
' Ωm−kc,Z (M)?∞ . (5.14)
For M of finite-type, the homomorphisms (5.10b) and (5.12b) induce isomorphisms
Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
' ΩkZ(M)?∞ , Ωm−kc,Z (M) '
( Ωk(M)
ΩkZ(M)
)?
∞
. (5.15)
Proof. The first part follows from (5.8) by a straightforward calculation and the second part
similarly by using also (5.13).
Following [HLZ03], we finally define the smooth Pontryagin duals of (compactly supported)
differential cohomology.
Definition 5.2. (i) The smooth Pontryagin dual Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ ⊆ Hˆkc (M ;Z)? of Hˆkc (M ;Z) is
the preimage
Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ := (ι?)−1
( Ωk−1c (M)
Ωk−1c,Z (M)
)?
∞
, (5.16)
where ι? := Hom(ι,T) : Hˆkc (M ;Z)? → (Ωk−1c (M)/Ωk−1c,Z (M))? is the Pontryagin dual of
the topological trivialization ι : Ωk−1c (M)/Ω
k−1
c,Z (M)→ Hˆkc (M ;Z).
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(ii) The smooth Pontryagin dual Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ ⊆ Hˆk(M ;Z)? of Hˆk(M ;Z) is the preimage
Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ := (ι?)−1
( Ωk−1(M)
Ωk−1Z (M)
)?
∞
, (5.17)
where ι? := Hom(ι,T) : Hˆk(M ;Z)? → (Ωk−1(M)/Ωk−1Z (M))? is the Pontryagin dual of
the topological trivialization ι : Ωk−1(M)/Ωk−1Z (M)→ Hˆk(M ;Z).
Functoriality: We show that the smooth Pontryagin duals of (compactly supported) differ-
ential characters define functors
Hˆk(−;Z)?∞ : oManm,↪→ −→ Ab , Hˆkc (−;Z)?∞ : oManopm,↪→ −→ Ab . (5.18)
These functors are subfunctors of Hˆk(−;Z)? := Hom(Hˆk(−;Z),T) : oManm,↪→ → Ab and
Hˆkc (−;Z)? := Hom(Hˆkc (−;Z),T) : oManopm,↪→ → Ab. For any morphism f : M → M ′ in
oManm,↪→, the corresponding push-forward f∗ := Hom(f∗,T) : Hˆk(M ;Z)? → Hˆk(M ′;Z)? maps
smooth group characters ψ ∈ Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ to smooth group characters f∗ψ ∈ Hˆk(M ′;Z)?∞
because (Ωk−1(−)/Ωk−1Z (−))?∞ : oManm,↪→ → Ab is a functor (this follows from (5.6)) and
ι? is by construction a natural transformation. Similarly, the pull-back f∗ := Hom(f∗,T) :
Hˆkc (M
′;Z)? → Hˆkc (M ;Z)? maps smooth group characters ϕ′ ∈ Hˆkc (M ′;Z)?∞ to smooth group
characters f∗ϕ′ ∈ Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ because (Ωk−1c (−)/Ωk−1c,Z (−))?∞ : oManopm,↪→ → Ab is a functor
(this follows again from (5.6)) and ι? is by construction a natural transformation.
5.2 Duality theorem
We will characterize Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ in terms of differential characters and Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ in terms of
differential characters with compact support. This will establish a version of smooth Pontryagin
duality for (compactly supported) differential characters. The main results of this section,
Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5, provide an independent proof of [HLZ03, Theorem 8.7] within
our model for compactly supported differential characters. This is a valuable result because our
model is very close to the original Cheeger-Simons theory and does not rely on techniques from
de Rham-Federer theory. For results concerning Lefschetz-Pontryagin duality for de Rham-
Federer characters refer to [HL01].
The module structure on compactly supported differential characters given in Section 4 de-
fines a bihomomorphism · : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)→ Hˆm+1c (M ;Z). Using the diagram in
Theorem 4.2, we observe that Hˆm+1c (M ;Z) is canonically isomorphic to Hmc (M ;R)/Hmc,free(M ;Z)
and, since we assumeM to be connected,6 we obtain an isomorphism Hmc (M ;R)/Hmc,free(M ;Z) '
T. Hence this bihomomorphism maps to the circle group and defines a T-valued pairing
〈·, ·〉c : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) −→ T , (h, h′ ) 7−→ (h · h′ )µ . (5.19)
Here we have also given an explicit expression for the isomorphisms above, which should be
interpreted as follows: For h′ ∈ Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) we choose a representative in the colimit
(denoted with abuse of notation by the same symbol) h′ ∈ Hˆm−k+1(M,M \ K;Z) for some
compact K ⊆M . Then h ·h′ ∈ Hˆm+1(M,M \K;Z) is a differential character on relative cycles
and (h · h′ )µ denotes its evaluation on (some representative of) the unique relative homology
class µ ∈ Hm(M,M \K) which restricts to the orientation of M for each point of K, cf. [Hat02,
Lemma 3.27]. The pairing (5.19) is natural in the sense that for all morphisms f : M →M ′ in
6 The following constructions can be extended to disconnected manifolds by treating each connected compo-
nent separately. For the sake of simplicity we do not consider this more general scenario.
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oManm,↪→ the diagram
Hˆk(M ′;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)
f∗×id
//
id×f∗

Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)
〈·,·〉c

Hˆk(M ′;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ′;Z) 〈·,·〉c
// T
(5.20)
commutes; this is a consequence of naturality of the module structure (4.11) and uniqueness of
the relative homology class representing the orientation, see [Hat02, Lemma 3.27]. By partial
evaluation, the pairing (5.19) defines the two homomorphisms
Hˆk(M ;Z) −→ Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)? , h 7−→ 〈h, ·〉c , (5.21a)
Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) −→ Hˆk(M ;Z)? , h′ 7−→ 〈·, h′ 〉c . (5.21b)
Let us introduce another T-valued pairing
〈·, ·〉H : Hk(M ;T)×Hm−kc (M ;Z) −→ T , (u, c) 7−→ (u ^ c)µ , (5.22)
between cohomology and compactly supported cohomology, which is defined as in (5.19) by
choosing a representative of the colimit c ∈ Hm−k(M,M \K;Z), for some K ⊆M compact, and
evaluating u ^ c ∈ Hm(M,M \K;T) on the unique element µ ∈ Hm(M,M \K) which restricts
to the orientation of M at each point of K. Partial evaluation provides the homomorphisms
Hk(M ;T) −→ Hm−kc (M ;Z)? , u 7−→ 〈u, ·〉H , (5.23a)
Hm−kc (M ;Z) −→ Hk(M ;T)? , c 7−→ 〈·, c〉H . (5.23b)
Lemma 5.3. Let M be an object of oManm,↪→. Then the homomorphism (5.23a) is an iso-
morphism. For M of finite-type, the homomorphism (5.23b) is also an isomorphism.
Proof. The first statement follows from Poincare´ duality Hm−kc (M ;Z) ' Hk(M), see e.g. [Hat02,
Theorem 3.35], and the fact that
Hk(M ;T) ' Hom(Hk(M),T) = Hk(M)? , (5.24)
which is a consequence of the universal coefficient theorem for cohomology and divisibility
of T. The second statement follows by taking the Pontryagin dual of (5.24) and recalling
that Pontryagin duality is reflexive for finitely generated Abelian groups, in particular on all
(co)homology groups of manifolds M of finite-type.
Theorem 5.4. Let M be an object of oManm,↪→. Then the diagram
0 // Hm−k(M ;T) κ //
'

Hˆm−k+1(M ;Z) curv //
'

Ωm−k+1Z (M) //
'

0
0 // Hkc (M ;Z)? char?
// Hˆkc (M ;Z)?∞ ι?
//
(
Ωk−1c (M)
Ωk−1c,Z (M)
)?
∞
// 0
(5.25)
commutes, its rows are short exact sequences and the vertical arrows are natural isomorphisms.
For M of finite-type, the diagram
0 // Ω
m−k
c (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
ι //
'

Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)
char //
'

Hm−k+1c (M ;Z) //
'

0
0 // ΩkZ(M)
?∞ curv?
// Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ κ?
// Hk−1(M ;T)? // 0
(5.26)
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commutes, its rows are short exact sequences and the vertical arrows are natural isomorphisms.
In both diagrams the vertical arrows are the partial evaluations given in (5.10), (5.21) and
(5.23).
Proof. The top row in the first diagram is the middle row of (2.22) and the top row in the second
diagram is the middle column in (4.6). Hence they are short exact sequences. The bottom
row in the second diagram is a short exact sequence by [BSS16, Theorem 4.3]. We show that
the bottom row in the first diagram is a short exact sequence. Now char? : Hkc (M ;Z)? →
Hˆkc (M ;Z)? maps (injectively) to smooth group characters as a consequence of char ◦ ι = 0 and
ι? : Hˆkc (M ;Z)? → (Ωk−1c (M)/Ωk−1c,Z (M))? maps (surjectively because of Definition 5.2) smooth
group characters to smooth group characters. Exactness at the middle object follows from the
fact that Hom(−,T) : Abop → Ab is an exact functor as T is divisible.
By Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.3, the left and right vertical arrows in both diagrams are
isomorphisms. Commutativity of both diagrams can be shown by using the properties (4.12)
of the module structure on compactly supported differential characters. Using the five lemma,
we conclude that the middle vertical arrow in each diagram is also an isomorphism.
This theorem immediately implies
Corollary 5.5 (Smooth Pontryagin duality for differential characters). The partial evaluations
in (5.21) define a natural isomorphism between the functors
Hˆm−k+1(−;Z) : oManopm,↪→ −→ Ab , Hˆkc (−;Z)?∞ : oManopm,↪→ −→ Ab , (5.27)
and a natural isomorphism between the functors
Hˆm−k+1c (−;Z) : oManm,↪→,ft −→ Ab , Hˆk(−;Z)?∞ : oManm,↪→,ft −→ Ab , (5.28)
where oManm,↪→,ft is the full subcategory of oManm,↪→ whose objects are manifolds of finite-type.
Corollary 5.6 (Smooth Pontryagin duality: Pairing version). Let M be an oriented and con-
nected m-dimensional manifold of finite-type. Then the pairing
〈·, ·〉c : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) −→ T (5.29)
introduced in (5.19) is weakly non-degenerate.
Remark 5.7. By introducing suitable pairings, one can easily extend Theorem 5.4 to the
full diagrams for (compactly supported) differential characters given in (2.22) and (4.6). For
example, the second diagram in Theorem 5.4 (for M of finite-type) extends to the three-
dimensional commutative diagram
0

0

0

0

0

0

0 //
Hm−kc (M ;R)
Hm−kc,free(M ;Z)
//

'
**
Ωm−kc (M)
Ωm−kc,Z (M)
//
ι
'
**
dΩm−kc (M) //

'
**
0
0 // Hkfree(M ;Z)? //

ΩkZ(M)
?
∞ //
curv?

(dΩk−1(M))?∞ //

0
0 // Hm−kc (M ;T) κ //

'
))
Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) curv //
char
'
))
Ωm−k+1c,Z (M) //

'
**
0
0 // Hk(M ;Z)?
char?
//

Hˆk(M ;Z)?∞ ι?
//
κ?

(
Ωk−1(M)
Ωk−1Z (M)
)?
∞
//

0
0 // Hm−k+1c,tor (M ;Z) //

'
))
Hm−k+1c (M ;Z) //

'
))
Hm−k+1c,free (M ;Z) //

'
**
0
0 // Hktor(M ;Z)? //

Hk−1(M ;T)? //

(
Hk−1(M ;R)
Hk−1free (M ;Z)
)?
//

0
0 0 0
0 0 0
(5.30)
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where all diagonal arrows are isomorphisms, the foreground face is the smooth Pontryagin dual
of (2.22) and the background face is given by (4.6).
Remark 5.8. We compare our results to [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4]. As mentioned in Remark 4.5,
de Rham-Federer characters with compact support are introduced in [HLZ03] by means of
de Rham-Federer currents. The group of de Rham-Federer characters with compact support
is isomorphic to the smooth Pontryagin dual of the group of de Rham-Federer characters,
cf. [HLZ03, Theorem 8.7]. According to [HLZ03, Theorem 4.1], the latter is isomorphic to
the group Hˆ](M ;Z) of Cheeger-Simons differential characters, therefore we deduce from Theo-
rem 5.4 that the group of de Rham-Federer characters with compact support is isomorphic to
the group Hˆ]c(M ;Z) of compactly supported differential characters introduced in Definition 4.1.
Together with Remark 4.4, this contradicts [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4], which states that the group
of de Rham-Federer characters with compact support is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group
of Cheeger-Simons differential characters. As already observed in Remark 4.5, the failure of
the homomorphism in [HLZ03, Theorem 8.4] to be an isomorphism does not affect the rest of
[HLZ03].
5.3 Pairing between differential characters with compact support
We conclude by defining a T-valued pairing on differential characters with compact support
and describe its properties. Let M be any object of oManm,↪→. Using the homomorphism
I : Hˆkc (M ;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) defined in (4.13), we introduce the pairing
〈I·, ·〉c : Hˆkc (M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) −→ T , (h, h′ ) 7−→ 〈Ih, h′ 〉c (5.31)
on compactly supported differential characters.
Proposition 5.9. The pairing (5.31) is graded symmetric, i.e.
〈Ih, h′ 〉c = (−1)k (m−k+1) 〈Ih′ , h〉c , (5.32)
for all h ∈ Hˆkc (M ;Z) and h′ ∈ Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z).
Proof. This result is a consequence of the graded commutative (possibly non-unital) ring
structure on relative differential cohomology, see Remark 3.9: Given h ∈ Hˆkc (M ;Z) and
h′ ∈ Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z) there exists K ⊆ M compact such that h ∈ Hˆk(M,M \ K;Z) and
h′ ∈ Hˆm−k+1(M,M \ K;Z) are representatives in the corresponding colimits. Using (3.29)
one shows the identities Ih · h′ = h · h′ and Ih′ · h = h′ · h of elements in Hˆm+1(M,M \K;Z),
where on the left hand sides · denotes the Hˆ](M ;Z)-module structure on Hˆ](M,M \K;Z) (see
(3.27)) and on the right hand sides · denotes the ring structure on Hˆ](M,M \K;Z) (see (3.32)
for S = S′ = M \ K). As a consequence of graded commutativity of the ring structure on
Hˆ](M,M \K;Z), we obtain Ih · h′ = h · h′ = (−1)k (m−k+1) h′ · h = (−1)k (m−k+1) Ih′ · h and
the result follows by recalling (5.19).
Remark 5.10. Unlike 〈·, ·〉c, the pairing 〈I·, ·〉c given in (5.31) might be degenerate, even if M
is of finite-type. This is because the homomorphism I : Hˆkc (M ;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z) in general fails
to be injective, cf. Remark 4.4. For M of finite-type, Corollary 5.6 implies that the degeneracy
of the pairing (5.31) coincides precisely with ker I.
We finish by proving that the pairing (5.31) is natural.
Proposition 5.11. For any morphism f : M →M ′ in oManm,↪→ the diagram
Hˆkc (M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)
〈I·,·〉c
((
f∗×f∗
// Hˆkc (M
′;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ′;Z)
〈I·,·〉c
uuT
(5.33)
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commutes.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of naturality of 〈·, ·〉c : Hˆk(M ;Z)× Hˆm−k+1c (M ;Z)→ T, cf.
(5.20), and naturality of I : Hˆkc (M ;Z)→ Hˆk(M ;Z), cf. (4.14): The short calculation
〈I f∗·, f∗·〉c = 〈f∗ I f∗·, ·〉c = 〈I·, ·〉c (5.34)
proves the claim.
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A Technical details for Section 5
We prove two lemmas which are used in Section 5 to obtain the explicit characterizations
(5.13) and (5.8) of (compactly supported) forms with integral periods. For the first lemma we
consider manifolds of finite-type only, while in the second lemma there is no such restriction.
Lemma A.1. Let M be an oriented m-dimensional manifold of finite-type. Let α ∈ Ωkc (M)
and recall the definition (3.2). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. There exists K ⊆M compact such that α ∈ ΩkZ(M,M \K);
2.
∫
M ω ∧ α ∈ Z, for each ω ∈ Ωm−kZ (M).
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2: Let α ∈ ΩkZ(M,M \ K) for a compact subset K ⊆ M . By the definition of
ΩkZ(M,M \ K) in (3.2), the cochain
∫
· α ∈ Ck(M,M \ K;R) induces a relative cohomology
class
∫
· α ∈ Hom(Hk(M,M \K),Z)) ' Hkfree(M,M \K;Z). Passing to the colimit, we interpret∫
· α as an element of H
k
c,free(M ;Z). Given ω ∈ Ωm−kZ (M), the cochain
∫
· ω ∈ Cm−k(M ;R)
induces a cohomology class
∫
· ω ∈ Hom(Hm−k(M),Z) ' Hm−kfree (M ;Z). Similarly to [Hat02,
Proposition 3.38], the cup product for singular cohomology provides an integer-valued pairing
Hm−kfree (M ;Z)×Hkc,free(M ;Z) −→ Z , (A.1)
which gives (
∫
· ω ^
∫
· α )µ ∈ Z upon evaluation on (
∫
· ω,
∫
· α ). Here µ ∈ Hm(M,M \ K)
denotes the unique relative homology class which restricts to the orientation of M at each
point of K. Since ∧ and ^ are naturally cochain homotopic on differential forms, we have∫
M ω ∧ α = (
∫
· ω ^
∫
· α )µ ∈ Z.
2 ⇒ 1: Let α ∈ Ωkc (M) with
∫
M ω ∧ α ∈ Z, for all ω ∈ Ωm−kZ (M), and denote the
support of α by K ′ := suppα ⊆ M . We have to show that ∫· α ∈ Ck(M ;R) induces a
Z-valued homomorphism on Zk(M,M \K) for some K ⊆ M compact. By our assumptions,
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∫
M ·∧α defines a Z-valued homomorphism on Ωm−kZ (M)/dΩm−k−1(M) ' Hm−kfree (M ;Z). Taking
into account the pairing (A.1) and recalling that ∧ and ^ are naturally cochain homotopic
on differential forms, we obtain (
∫
· ω ^
∫
· α )µ =
∫
M ω ∧ α, for all ω ∈ Ωm−kZ (M). As
a consequence, we have (· ^ ∫· α)µ ∈ Hom(Hm−kfree (M ;Z),Z). By [Hat02, Proposition 3.38]
extended to manifolds of finite-type, the pairing induced by the cup product is perfect. In
particular, it provides an isomorphism Hkc,free(M ;Z) ' Hom(Hm−kfree (M ;Z),Z), hence
∫
· α ∈
Hkc,free(M ;Z). Recalling the definition of Hkc,free(M ;Z) in terms of a colimit, one finds K ⊆M
compact such that
∫
· α ∈ Hkfree(M,M \K;Z) ' Hom(Hk(M,M \K),Z). The implication then
follows from the obvious inclusion Hom(Hk(M,M \K),Z) ⊆ Hom(Zk(M,M \K),Z).
Lemma A.2. Let M be an oriented m-dimensional manifold (not necessarily of finite-type).
Let ω ∈ Ωk(M). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. ω has integral periods, i.e. ω ∈ ΩkZ(M);
2.
∫
M ω ∧ α ∈ Z, for each α ∈ Ωm−kc,Z (M).
Proof. Let ω ∈ Ωk(M) satisfy ∫M ω ∧ Ωm−kc,Z (M) ⊆ Z. Since dΩm−k−1c (M) is a vector space
over R and also a subgroup of Ωm−kc,Z (M), we deduce that
∫
M ω ∧ dΩm−k−1c (M) = {0}, hence
dω = 0 via Stokes’ theorem. This implies that
∫
· ω ∈ Ck(M ;R) descends to a homomorphism
on Hk(M). Recalling Poincare´ duality, see e.g. [Hat02, Theorem 3.35], there is a natural
isomorphism Hk(M) ' Hm−kc (M ;Z). Moreover, for each x ∈ Hk(M) one has
∫
x ω = (ξ ^∫
· ω)µ, where ξ ∈ Hm−kc (M ;Z) is the image of x under Poincare´ duality. On the right hand
side of this equation we have chosen a representative ξ ∈ Hm−k(M,M \K;Z) in the colimit,
for K ⊆ M compact, and µ ∈ Hm(M,M \ K) is the unique element which agrees with the
orientation of M at each point of K. For ξ ∈ Hm−kc,tor (M ;Z) we have (ξ ^
∫
· ω)µ = 0 by a similar
argument as in [Hat02, Proposition 3.38]. Therefore, showing that ω has integral periods is
equivalent to checking that the cup product between any ξ ∈ Hm−kc,free(M ;Z) and
∫
· ω ∈ Hk(M ;R)
is Z-valued. Taking into account exactness of the right column of the diagram displayed in
Theorem 4.2, and recalling that ∧ and ^ are naturally cochain homotopic on differential forms,
we conclude that ω has integral periods if and only if
∫
M ω ∧ α ∈ Z, for all α ∈ Ωm−kc,Z (M).
This shows that 1⇔ 2.
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